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Abstract

Hurnan body augmentation technologies are approaching levels ofintegration that

cl.rallenge current standirds ofnormal biological function and give rise to the possibility

of humãn-rnachine hybrids that exceed current human sensory and rnernory abilities.

This thesis examines two approaches towards ethical evaluation of such augmentations

and attempts to show how precedent and beliefs can shape guìdelines as to how far an

individual may proceed in modifuing the human body with advanced technologies such

as artificial oigåns, limbs and nanotechnology. Selected Roman catholic rnedical ethjcs

is considered ãlongside Transhumanist philosophy in order to view how the body is

interpreted in regards to augmentation surgeries and technology

While both partres uik ri'oilo, questions with regard to the good of the individual

and the common good of society, both come to difièring conclusions on how body

augmentatiorì tecÌinologies will affect humanity. The thesis outlines the concepts of

nalural law, mutilation, totality, stewardship and authenticity. Questions and answers

regarding hurnan happiness, the body, senses and law are drawn from tradition and

do-ctors ãlthe Churòh such as St. Thornas Aquinas and fiom the writings ofthose

advocating a postJruman approach to augmentation issues. The dignity ofthe person as

well as eqiraliiy and human health lead to the conclusion that, based upon precedent and

natural law, body augfirentation technologies should be limited in scope pafticularly when

advocating changes to human reason or reproductive processes'
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Chapter One: Introduction

Developments and enhancements in such fields as computer engineering,

neurosurgery, miniaturization, organ transplantation and nanotechnology have

brought forth a set oftechnological advances that, as recently as twenty years ago,

could not have been imagined. For these technologies. the infancy stage,

involving fundamental problems of construction and electronic modeling. is now

over. The challenge today ceffres on the moral and ethical implications ofthese

technologies: cochlear implants, arlificial retinas, neural interfaces, advanced

prosthetics, memory augmentations, micro-robotics, cellular rejuvenations, etc.

In recent years, the moral issues concerning the application ofthese body

augmentation technologies have been examined using traditional ethical

principles such as the nature, purpose, ownership and wholeness of the human

body. How do these latest tech¡ological developments relate on the ethical level

to previous teclmological and ethics frameworks and how does ethical precedent

suffice in providing guidelines for body augmentation tecluology? We shall

examine the views of two philosophies that both concern themselves with the

nature of the human body and how techr.rological advances can or cannot be made

in order to preserve or even augment levels of a person's abilities either

physically or mentally. The questions asked by both philosophies are the same,

yet the outcomes ofthe answers lead to two dilfering views ofsociety's fulure.

Do current models of ethics and moral teachings address the advanced

body augmentation techniques that are being developed globally? Are these

advances not moving society into new schisms: on the oÌLe side, those with the



knowledge, financial infrastructure and legal rights to pursue imovations such as

cybemetics, nanotechnology, human-animal chirnera progressions and, on the

other side, those who do not have or would not want. because ofethical, moral or

spiritual convictions such innovations to take place. As we shall see, both Roman

Catholic and Transhumanist approaches towards body augmentation technologies

relate to each other on a level ofquestioning what should be permissible in

augmentatioÍì in order to achieve the betterment ofthe individual and society.

The differences in interpretation lay in the foundation of how the human body is

perceived and in the dangers that the individual patient and the community as a

whole could encounter in striving towards autherÍicity in life.

1.1 What is Body Augmentation Technology?

While such terms as "cyborg" may conjure up artistic visions or

Hollyr'vood productions it is impofiant to realize fhat in modem first-world

societies the integration of teclmology and humanity has already reached

exceptional levels and shows no signs ofdoing anlthing but continuing 10 grow

and develop. The multiple levels of integration stretch far beyond mere

telecommunications and productivity sectors into the very substance ofthe human

body. Technological aspects of medicine and computerization. miniaturizations

and developments in neural-machine interfaces allow for augmentations of nearly

all parts of the human body viewed by many as imago Dei, made in the image

of Godl. In the early 1960's. NASA's speculations about human-machine hybrids

I 
See Genesis I :26: Genesis 5: I : Genesìs 9:6; Romans 8;29; I Corinthians I I ;7; Corìnthians 4:4;

Colossians I:15: Hebrews l:3.
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for space exploration purposes, "Engineering Man for Space: The Cyborg Study,,'

contemplated human-machine constructions. Like so many developments this

proposed macro-application of technology to the cosmos has integrated itself into

the daily lives of large segments of humanity. This is to say that while the

applications ofbody augmentation seem to have the greatest impact on the

individual, it is as a whole society thal we have become more integrated with

technologies that sustain our high standards of living and on the greater-scale a

majority of individuals have become increasingly reliant on both the normal

levels of comfort that technology affords and the promises ofincreased abilities

that future body augmentations will offer.

Tecll-rological advances in medicine and computerization have been

worked into standard devices and surgeries that people the world over use to

improve their lives: pacemakers, artificial retinas. cosmetic surgeries ofmany

types, hearing aids, artificial reproductive methods for inferlility, prosthetic limbs

and body-pafts ofany class. "wearable computers" and electronic monitors for

personal health or public-safety. All ofthese are becoming commonplace and can

be bought, repaired, up-graded and replaced as required. Klugman details:

Over the centuries, human beings have constructed tools to replace or
augment natural physiologic functions: ear horns aided 1he hard of
hearing, eyeglasses enhanced lailing eyesight, and dentures enabled a
person to eat solid foods. These external devices restored abilities lost to
injury or disease. In the past few decades, teclmological developments
have translonned such simple external tools into complex machines that
are smaller, more efficient, and implantable. These devìces becon.re part of
the body, extending aptitudes without encumbering the person with
extraneous parts: Cochlear implants permit a limited form of hearing,
arlificial lenses and ìmplanted telescopes restore sight, and dental implants
permanently replace lost teeth. Technology has now gone beyond the
dreams ofearlier: there are cardiac pacemakers, implantable defib¡illators



and insulin pumps, as well as artificial hearts, bones. blood vessels, and
skin. (Klugman. 2001, fl2)

Hence for the purpose ofthis thesis we may accept the definition that a cyborg-

persona encompasses more than what popular fìction characterizes, and view the

tech¡ical realism that cyborg bodies exist today all around us. The cyborg should

not be confused with nor used as a synonym for two other artificially constructed

organisms found in science fiction: the android and the r.obot. An android is a

constructed, human-shaped. self-aware machine with few, ifany, organic

components. A robot is also a constructed being, but usually does not have a

human form and is more likely to perform tasks than is a feeling/sentient entity.

Such devices serve as workers performing fasks as directed by another machine or

human. The term which derives from Slavic and means,,worker" (Klugman, fl5).

Cybernetic components serve one of two main pulposes: Io replace body

parts or to enhance human capacities. ln replacement cyborgs, the machine

¡eturns the individual to something approaching former functioning. For exanrple,

implanted telescopes permit some vision to those nearly blinded from macular

degeneration. Enhanced cyborgs, however, do more than recapture lost lunction;

the cybernetic implant allows an individual to do things that were not possible

before. For instance, if an implanted telescope enables a person to see the stars or

to see in the infrared spectrunr, then he ot she would be an enhanced cyborg. This

distinction between replacement and enhancer¡ent lrowever. is not to be

understood as having to do with a clear divide but ought to be seen in a way

similar to a spectrum. The enhanced telescope. in the second instance would both



replace lost visual acuity and confer new extra-human abilities (Klugrnan, fl2).

The definition of technology by itselfis u'orlhy of inspectior.r parlicularly when

examining the policies and judgments of differing groups. Suffice to say that for

the purpose ofthìs thesis we can classifi, body augmentation technologies as

"Improvement technologies'2 and "Implementation technologies"3 as outlined by

essayists such as Daniel Callahan, Daniel Bell. or Norman J. Faramelli (see

Shanrron, 1987 , l4).

1.2 Differing views of augmentation - Catholic & Transhuman

It is this type oftechnology that appeals to such groups as the

Transhumanists. .Iust who are the Transhumanists? Transhumanists provide us

with an interesting example of a radical modern-day philosophy which asks

questions regarding, totality, mutilation, stewardship and l-rappiness for which St.

Thomas Aquinas already plovided answers and commentary in the thifieenth

century. Presently two international Transhumanist organizations exist, The

Extropy Institutea and the World Transhumanist Associationi both of which

? Inìprovement technologies; technologies such as these enable people to meet their felt needs or
to go beyond the limits oftheir pafticular natural capabilities. As such. improvement technologies
can enhance our physical dimensions or can help decorate or embellish our bodjes. (Shannon,
1987 , 14)
' Implementation technologies: are difficult to describe because their pulpose is to assist in the
implementatior ofother technologies. one can best think ofthese technologies as facilitators or
enlancers. Thus tlte computer allows us access to other infonnation technologies . . . planned
obsolescence makes up part ofthis as well. (Shannon. l4)
'The Extropy Institute is a non-prolìt multidisciplinary rósearch institute advocating human
advancement in all levels. Their principles include: affirming continual ethical, intellechìal, and
physical self-improvement. through critical and creative thinking, perpetual Ieaming. personal
responsibility, proactivity. and experimentation. Using technology jn the widest sense to seek
physiological and neurological augmentation along with emotional and psychological refinement.
(Moore, 2003. f2)



publish online journals and organize conferences. There are local Transhumanist

groups in many countries and in the United States the Yellow Pages in almost

every major city lists discussion groups. A growing body of Transhumanist

thinking is appearing on the Web as well as in journal arlicles and books.

Transhumanists also conduct discussion online by means of several open-

subscription Internet mailing lists. They are self-described as:

Transhumanism is the philosophy that advocates the use oftechnology to
overcome our biological limitations and transform the human condition.
At the present time or in the near future, human capabilities will be
extended though such means as genetic engineering. memory-enhancing
drugs, collaborative information-filtering, smaft agents, intelligence
amplification, wearable computers, and the Internet. In the slightly longer
tenn, the accelerating pace of teclrnological development opens up such
revolutionary prospects as superhuman artificial intelligence and
molecular nanotechnology. The consequences of these developments may
include: the abolition ofdisease; the elimination olaging; the enrichment
ofour reward-centers so we enjoy a wider diversity of emotions,
exhilarating peak experiences and life-long well being; and perhaps the
gradual replacement of human bodies with synthetic enhancements
(Pearce, 2001 , fl1)

As well, we can read in the Transhumanist FAQ6:

Transhumanism can be described as an extension of humanism, from
which it is partially derived. Humanists believe that humar.rs matter, that
individuals matter. We might not be perfect, but we can make things better
and promote rational thinking, freedom. tolerance and democracy.
Transhumanists agree with this but they also emphasize what we have the
potential to become. Not only can we use rational means to improve the
human condition and the external world; we can also use them to improve
ourselves, the human organism. And we are not limited only to the
methods. such as education. which humanism normally espouses. We can
use technological means that will eventually enable us to move beyond
what most would describe as 'human' (Bostrom, 2003a. fl2)

5 The World TranshuDlanist Association is a nonprofit membership organìzation which works to
promote dìscussion ofthe possibilities for radical improvement ofhuman capacities using genetic,
cybernetic and nanotechnology (World Transhumanist Association. 2004, f1).
" F.A.q a.k.a Frequently Asked Questions, a set ofanswers to commonly asked questions
regarding a topic.
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Transhumanists certainly do not represent a major lorce in medicine or medical

ethics nor a source lor new treatments today, perhaps just the opposite. yet they

do provide an example ofthe most extreme vies'ofthe body, a view that builds

on the very concepts with which St. Thomas wrestled with a thousand years

before contemporary radical technological options were even conceived. yet,

while Transhumanists approach questions of the body with the same methodology

as employed by St. Thomas they come to opposite conclusions. The questions

they ask are often identical to those we can find in the Summa Theologiae:

Stewardship of the body. (Prima Pars. Man Spirit and Matter) Where can

happiness be found? (Pritna Secundae Partis, Man's Last End) What should be

held higher - societal law. natural law or the will of a rational indtvidual? (printct

Secundae Partis,Law) Who has dominion over the human body and what does

this mean in tenrrs of mutilation and totality? (Secunda Secundtte Partis. Justice)

For the TranshuÍnanists. it is for the benefit ofthe whole body that individual

parts be sacrificed and replaced with parts that have the ability to outperform their

biological predecessors. Organs or limbs that are not susceptible to infections,

aging or decomposition, can be upgraded as future models and advancements are

made allowing the body to continually develop into higher and higher

functionality.

Because both Roman Catholic medical ethics and Transhumanism address

the questions ofjust how much ofa natural human body can be mutilated, for

what purpose the mulilation serves, the inlegrity of the human body via totality of

the person, and the aspects ofnatural law that combine with these issues. it is
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logìcal to examine both philosophies in an attempt to see what (ìfany) deductions

are reached regarding personhood and the limits ofbody augmentations. For the

purpose ofthis thesis we shall consider the works ofSt. Thomas Aquinas, papal

encyclicals and writers including Richard McCormick S.J., Leon Kass, Martin

Nolan, Kevin O'Rourke and others who have examined the issues of natural law,

body augmentation and issues of personhood representing the view of Roman

Catholic medical ethics. This is not to exclude the myriad of other scholars and

theologians that have contributed to the wíde range of views of medical ethics

within Catholicism but serves to limit the scope of this thesis as expectedly must

be done. "Roman Catholic Medical Ethics" in itself serves as an umbrella that

includes views from liberals to conserwatives, magisterium to lay-persons,

branches as varied as leminisl approaches to eco-theologians and while all can

contribute to views that can be compared to Transhurnanism, our current focus

will be narrowed for necessity. Because the principles of mutilation and totality

arise in conjunction witli the concept ofnatural law and the stewardship ofthe

body. they lorm a close connection with body augmentation issues and serve as a

beneficial basis to compare the approaches ofthe Transhumanists to selected

Catholic models of body-ethics.

Many, yet not all, of the common surgelies that humanity now has

available for device implantation cany normal ethical precautions so as to ensure

safety and values to both the individual and the community. Yet, as procedures

such as cosmetic surgery became commonplace ethical concerns regarding

alterations or augmentations to the human body became less important than
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ethical concem about complications due to surgery, side-effects due to poorly

tested medical materials and legal restrictions on surgery for minors (with or

without consent from their guardians). Renowned bioethicisl Arthur L. Caplan

(Ctr. for Bioethics, Univ. of Pennsylvania) and medical writer Daniel H. Coelho

note the equivalent growth in technological fields and human-interaction while at

the same time observing the emergence ofbioethics as a field of study.T Both

accurately note that the pace oftechnological development outstrips ethical

guidelines that for years have been used to address questions ofthe body and

spirit.

The "betterment" of the person is one of the main issues at the heart of any

examination of human-machine amalgamation or use of technology for human

augmentation. General Roman catholic medical guidelines for teaching hospitals

and surgical procedures do give a course of aclion on the use oftechnologies to

repair an injury or address an affliction, but to use such techr.rologies for

engineering "better" human beings would be contrary to cuüent accepted nomts

and create new sets of problems.s Yet as C. Clrristopher Hook points out, it seems

that there is: "clear'ly going to be an attraction for those who are well to enhance

'Antibiotics, chemothelapy, firnctional imaging. telenredicine, reproducrive technology- artificial
organs, and transpla'tation arejust a feu'ofthe weapons in our medical arsenal todaythat simpìy
did not exist on¡y fifty years ago. Not coincidentally. the field ofbioethics has also srorvn ovei 

'

the same time span. Much ofihe concern about erhics is drir en b¡ tf.,. po*.i oiou.i"* 
- -'

technological medical prowess. All too often it seems as though medicine ask',ca'we?" before
asking "ShouJd we?" and thus many Americans are doubtful that ethics can ever keep pace with
rapidl¡ changing technologies rCaplan & Coelho. I998. llgr.
" while divergence arnongsr specific hospital boards, teaching colleges and medical institutes exist
general Roman catholic surgical and medical education guidelines follow recommendations as set
dorvn by encyclicals, publications ofconferences ofcatholic Bishops and boa¡ds dedicated to
such guidelines: Catholic Medical Missions Boa¡d Inc., Catholic physicians Guild, National
Association of Catholic Chaplains, the Pontifical Councìl on Health Affairs. etc.



themselves for a competitive edge via cybemetics. or to increase such things as

longevity via nanotech¡ology" (Hook 2002, 59).

Unlike Roman Catholic medical ethics, Transhumanism recognizes that its

philosophy lacks persuasiveness in general society despite the technological

emphasis that many find ìn their lives. There has been no great precedent of

medicine to go beyond the "norm" in maintaining the health of the individual and

in matters that are in conflict with traditional roles ofthe body (cloning for

example) and the detrimental consequences that any new technologies may

provoke are often me1 with resentment.

Medical techlologies perpetuate transhunlanist ideals only insofar as they
utilise new technology with the atm of repairing humans, rather than
enhancing lhem. Medicine has been plemised upon restoration, rather than
the creation ofnew levels ofhuman capability through such repair. Thus,
the main parl of medical history has been only parlially transhuman, since
it has been limited by the narrow reasons for which it makes use of
technology. Indeed, one might even question the degree to which medical
technologies are at aII transhuman, since the concept of making well does
not seem, necessarily. to encompass making a person zrcrre than well (as
would be the ar¡bition of transhumanist technologies). (Miah, 2003, !}8)

We shall see that in viewing both Transhumanism and Catholic ethics that while

principles such as body mutilation and totality are considered by both parties,

both parties come to opposite conclusions regardirg the objective ofhappiness

and human dignity. While the techlological promises outlined in Transhumanism

offer an appeal to both lifestyle and health, there are issues ofsocialjustice and

human autherficity that must be addressed. We shall see the arguments for such

issues in our conclusion introducing the models for authenticity and rationality

that theologians such as Bemard Lonergan S.J. bring to the discussion.



1.3 Views of the body as machine, temple or Transhuman

Despite the fact that bodies are so central to medicine, "the body" is rarely

mentioned in the literature on concepts of "personhood," in discussion of issues

related to personhood. or in questions related to cost,/beneht analysis. A patient's

"personhood" is generally understood in terms of rationality or mental capacity

and ability to function autonomously. instead of, for example, as related to a

beating heart, membership in the species honto sapiens, or connected to one's

ability to lorm emotional bonds with others (see Csordas 1998, 83).

Moreover, because "personhood" has been so nanowly dehned, and

because bioethics has made personhood its central category, many olthe

signihcant problerns in bioethics center on bodies whose status as "persons" is

unclear. Such would include bodies that lack or have lost ralionality, for

example: "defective" rìeonates, anencephalic newborns. brain-dead potential

organ donors. patients in a persislent vegetative state. fetuses to be aborted or

experimented on, mentally handicapped and incarcerated individuals to be used as

research subjects, or elderly individuals suffering from dementia or Alzheimer's

disease. When these patients have not left rational and autonomous specihcations

as to what their preferences would be, other individuals possessing rationality.

preference, and autonomy decide what to do with their bodies (Csordas, 83). One

may rationalize that since cybernetic systems involve no stem-cell research, nor

embryonic research, nor eugenics, nor the manipulation of genes that some

traditional arguments pointing towards the sanclily of life and preservation of
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innocents would not apply to their regulation. Yet, while I agree that cybernetic

body augmentation technologies do not express themselves upon the body at level

of"natural" rnanipulation, they certainly do affect the quiddity ofthe body and

thus such thinking is premature. The concepts ofhuman dignity and the greater

impact upon the human community in terms of social justice and equality hold

authoritative s\vay over an ethical rnodel involving cybemetics and body

augmentation not simply because the risk of surgery is solely upon the individual

but because the greater good must reach ou1 beyond the .,one', in order to serve

the "many." Just as the ways in which humans use tools points to the whole

spectrum of human behaviour, from creating art to waging war sirnilarly, the very

use of techr.rology forces us to reflect upon humanity. (Klugman, fll)

Thomas J. Csordas gives account ofthe major historical influences lhat

have defined how the human body is analyzed, quantified and evaluated in the

western technological world:

Rene Descafies' metaphor of the body as a machine, in conjunction with
Francis Bacon's empiricism, has greatly influenced medical resealch and
contemporary medicine. Medicine has made significant progr.ess by
seeing the body as being comprised of separable and identifiable
mechanisms. Because the body has been understood as natural and
universal. nredical science has been able to conduct empirical study of the
body, yielding statistical standards defining the 'normal' human body and
methods by which medicine can manipulate and control bodies that
diverge from those nomrs. (Csordas. 84)

FuÍhermore, in accordance with many Transhumanist theories on the

body, we see that Csordas takes the manipulation ofthe body to be an integral

parl ofhow one can define the state of the person in medicine today:

In fact. some have deemed the body most 'human' when it is most
completely manipulated, controlled, transformed or created by human
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agency. While medicine has adapted to the legacies of empiricism and
mechanism, it has been the Carlesian urind/body dualism that has most
strongly influenced contemporary bioethics and guidelines of medical arts,
allowing it to focus almost exclusively on the 'mind,' ,self., or ,person'

when it defines and describes the issues and moral parameters of
medicine. (Csordas, 84)

Anticipating the evolution and continued investigations into bioethics and the

body, while at the same time appreciating tlte involvement of philosophical

beliefs, Csordas comments on the increasingly new interfaces that one encounters

when examining the issues of the body and ethics.

Dissatisfaction with a bioethics that employs a philosophical framework.
rendering the body super.fluous to ethical and moral reflection, has
resulted in the recent emergence of a number of altemative approaches
that seek fuller descriptions ofthe moral situation. These approaches
employ philosophical frameworks that envision relationships between
self and body, between persona and their experiences, and between person

- differently than the framework that draws on Descartes, Locke, and
other forebears of liberal political philosophy. These approaches are
critical of a medicine that treats merely 'the body' and not .the whole
person.' l-hey are also critical ofa bioethics that reduces persons to their
rationality and choice, severing the connections between persons and their
bodies. (Csordas, 85)

In my opinion, Transhumanist philosophy falls under lhis new crnergence.

Akin to the philosophical agreement between Transhumanists and the

theory of a manipulated body being a more human body, Michael Foucault, in

investigating the increasing development of medicine managing and treating

human conditions and manipulating individual complaints in a manle¡ that

increases medicine's own authority, comments on defining what is and is not a

"normal" human (see The Birtl't of the Clinic). This is to say that the very

definition of what constitutes a "normal" human state of health is in flux and

Foucault, like the Transhumanists, recognizes this fluctuation. I find such



comments accurate and others such as Csordas agree with such thinking:

'lnedicine offers treatments for aspects of embodied human life - fertility,

height. baldness, death in this way dehning an expanding number ofhuman

conditions as pathological and amenable to treatment and thereby expanding its

own influence. Even when treatments are not available, through seemingly

benign techniques of surveillance (especially, for example, genetic testing),

medicine seeks to bring all individuals. and increasingly all parts ofindividual,s

lives, into its purview in order to 'normalize' individuals and populations,,

(Csordas,87).

With the increase in social theories on the body combined with the rise of

medical technologies, the margins ofthe body are being tcsted and theories are

expanding in order to encompass new variatiolrs that previously were only paús

of n¡hology. Transhumanism finds itself a part of this recent theory, embracing

the technologies and philosophies that allow for the boundary of the body to be

moved father away from w'estern (cerlainly religious) tradition. Csordas notes

this and makes reference to specialists in the bioethics field who recognize the

exotic combinalions that the body is taking on:

The contemporary cultural transforrnation of the body can be conceived
not only in terms of revising biological essentialism and collapsing
conceptual dualities. but also in discer.ning an ambiguity in the boundaries
of corporeality itself. Haraway points to the boundaries between animal
and human, between animal/human and machine, and between the
physical and nonphysical. Michel Feher contrasts the boundary between
human and animal or automation (machine) at one end of a continuum
whose opposite pole is defined by the boundary between human and deity.
(Csordas, 90)



These views of the body have become standardized and conventional in modern

society. The medical ethics that flows from the observation of the body in these

models serves the public and is taken as custonary although debate and

examination is ever present. Yet there are groups! organized and published, that

seek to significantly change the scope ofhow society views the body and embrace

the position ofa bluned (or nonexistent) boundary between human and machine

(technology). We see this in the philosophy of Transhumanism:

The Transhumanist Declaration :

(1) Humanity will be radically changed by techrology in the future. We
foresee the feasibility ofredesigning the human condition, including such
parameters as the inevitability ofaging, limitations on human and arlilicial
intellects, unchosen psychology. suffering, and our confinement to the
planet earth.
(2) Systematic research should be put iffo understanding these coming
developments and their long-term consequences.
(3) Transhumanists think that by being generally open and ernbracing of
new teclxrology we have a better chance ofturning it to our advantage
than if we try to ban or prohibit it.
(4) Transhumanists advocale the moral right for those who so wish to use
technology to extend their nrental and physical (including reproductive)
capacities and to improve their control over their own lives. We seek
personal growlh beyond our current biological limitations.
(5) In plamring for the future, it is mandatory to take into account the
prospect of dramatic progress in technological capabilities. It would be
tragic if the potential benefits failed to materialize because of
techlophobia and u.ìnecessary prohibitions. On the other hand, it would
also be tragic ifintelligent life went extinct because of some disaster or
war involving advalced technologies.
(6) We need to create forums where people can rationally debate what
needs to be done. and a social order where responsible decisions can be
implemented.
(7) Transhumanism advocates the well- being ofall sentience (whether in
arlificial intellects. humans, posthumans, or non-human animals) and
encompasses many principles of modern humanism. Transhumanism does
not suppofi any pafticular party, politician or polilical platform. (Hughes,
2002,ÍtI)
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The declaration, for the most par1, looks to a future that has technology capable of

human interface at a cellular-level and ye1 is otherwise vague in precise goals.

We see in Declaration 1 that while conditions such as .,confinement to planet

eaúh" have already been overcome, the redesign of,.unchosen psychology,, and

"suffering" are more obscure. Both Declarations 2 & 3 place Transhumanism in a

scientifically progressive paradigm but the advocacy of no prohibitions on

research gives an uncomfofiable ìmpression of a blind-eye to possible illegal or

immoral research (a parallel as it were to "the ends justifies the means,,).

Declarations 4 is the heart of Transhumanism's view of body augmentation

techlologies and the inclusion of extended capabilities for reproductive issues

brings into comparative studies issues that Roman Catholicism has much to

contribute - frorn St. Thomas To Evangelium l/itae. Declararion 5 hearkens back

to Declaration 3 in the need for advancement on all scientific fronts but with a

specific caveat that safety on a le'el of extinction be observed. one ofthe current

successes (at least at a lnost basic level) that Transhumanists can claim is the

implementation of the 6tl' Declaration's call for forums of debate. Their online

presence encoulages this by providing forums andjournals for the exchange of

ideas. The final Declaration does advocate political neutrality and ,.well-being"

of seúient life but like Decla¡ation I includes ambiguous terms such as

"posthumans" - a subject that may be worthy ofa thesis dedicated solely to its

meaning.

A Transhumanist philosophy may advocate free-reign on the topic of

scientific experimentation that fuels technological advancement for both
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individual integration and society as a whole but as we observe it does not

willingly advocate the limitation or scaring of envirorulental well-being in order

to achieve this. The movement is not anti-nature in terms of environmental

concems nor would it advocate a return to the utopian m1'th of a .,noble-savage"

society - it does however parallel such notions in essence with a vision ofa

"noble-cyborg."

Chapter Two: Catholicism's yiew of body ethics and augmentation

Roman Catholicism has a rich history of ethical thinking and the tradition

has articulated a well-defined set ofethical parameters that can be adapred to the

application of biotechnological advances. Csordas documents the efforts ofJearl-

Pierre Vemant in examining the status of the body in ancient Greece based upon a

belief of wholeness and morphology: "divine bodies were complete and human

bodies incomplete... this distinction emphasized not bodily leatures or

norphology, but the being's place on a continuum ofvalue and foulness. Bodies

were understood as mutable along these dimensions without losing their identity"

(Csordas, 91). Traditional western paradigms of the body would find acceptance

in this ideal. particularly focusìng on the idea that a body could at the very least,

strive for betterment on a value-based continuum. Likewise. we find that

Transhumanist philosophies still hnd merit in this classical description and yet

hold it to a very literal manner desiring betterment ofboth the spirit and the flesh

on a value continuum.
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Particularly in the held of human reproduction, the Roman Catholic

tradition has provided ethical direction on the use ofadvanced technologies as

well as on their impact on the person and society. At the present time, much of

this ethical direction relates to the present study of advanced prosthetics and of

computer-assisted body-implants. The Ninth General Assembly of the Pontifical

Academy for Life took place at the Vatican in February 2003 and was dedicated

to a crucial theme that has a strong social impact: "Ethics of Biomedical Research

for a Christian Perspective" The concluding communiqué of the assembly states

at the verv outset:

It is evident that, especially in the recent decades, biomedicine has
developed in an extraordinary way, helped by the enormous progress in
techlology and computer science that have vastly extended the
possibilities for expelimentation on living beings and. especially on the
human being. There have been tremendous breakthroughs, for example. in
the fields ofgenetics, molecular biology, as well as in transplants and the
neurological sciences. (Pontifical Academy for Life. 2003, f1)

On the topic of technology and computerization, Roman Catholicism has

not remained silent. Yet, the rnajority ofernphasis has been on social implications

oftechnological advances or on class disparity (see Pope Johlr Paul lI statement in

connection with World Communications Day. }day 27, 1989 The Church Must

Learn to Cope llith tlrc Computer Culture). With the advent of body

enhancement technologies these societal issues remain at the forefront of the

debate, and at the same time. traditional views of the body ar.e also being

reexamined. With the biomedical field expanding so rapidly, the potential for

body enhancement has moved beyond the cosmetic stage and into the possibility

offaster, smarter, stronger bodies fo¡ those who have no real medical need.
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Where does Roman Catholìc ethics explore the relationship between our bodies

and medicine? Curent Roman Catholic definitions of strict cybernetics focus

mole on mental perceptions and an artifrcial intelligence,s ability to form

abstractions than on the literal integration ofcomputerized elements into a human

body. W. A. Wallace and R.S. Ledley attest to this in their contributionfo The

Netu Catholic Encyclo¡:tedia and only briefly touch upon the broader uses ofbody

augmentation when they define the role of the "cybemetician:', .,The

cybernetician is committed to a program of research in which animal and human

means of communicatìon are studied tluough the use of electronic and mechanical

devices . . . ln order to bridge the gap, the researcher in this area must ,down-

grade' living phenornelra untìl they approach the level ofthe nonliving, and ,up-

grade' rnechanical and electrical phenomena to confer on them the status of vital

activities" (Wallace & Ledley. 2003,451). There is no doubt that these quotienrs

of communication and the simulated formation of concepts amongst artif,rcial

intelligences are great parls ofthe cybemetic world yet they should not be taken

as the whole and the direct manipulation of the body must be addressed in order

to keep pace.

2.1 Stewardship and the Principle of Totality

Bioethical questions, ranging from owrership and stewardship to

prescribed foundations on tlìe body's constilution and cate, can all be found in the

work of the great theologian, St. Thomas Aquinas: as outlined, prima pars,

"Man Spirit and Matter," Prlma Secundae Partis,"Latv,', Secunda Seatndae
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Parlls, "Justice" and, as we shall see, many others. The Catholic principle of

totality, derived from the Thomistic base, has been applied to contemporary

technological innovations that affect the body. As we shall see, totality helps

defìne that the well-being ofthe whole person must be taken into accounl in

deciding about any therapeutic intervention or use oftechnology. The case of IVF

(in vitro fertilization), for example, and similar reproductive procedures, have

been addressed in the papal encyclicals Humanae Vitae (On The Regulation oJ'

Birth) by Paù VI: "limits are expressly imposed because of the reverence due to

the whole human organism and its natural functions, in the light of the principles

We stated earlier, and in accordance with a correct understanding ofthe 'pr.inciple

of totality"' (Paul VI, 1968,1)11) and Evangelium Vitae (On the Value and

Inviolability oJ Huntan Life) by John Paul II: ''The various techniques of artificial

reproduction, which would seem to be at the service of life and which are

frequently used with this intention. actually open the door to new tlueats against

life. . . . they are morally unacceptable"(.Iohi Paul ll, 1995.14). In both cases, the

principle oftotality is appealed to directly. Yet although totality is used as a basis

for the contemporary Catholic ethical position, interpretation of the principle

remains in dispute, and the application of it to specific components of the body, as

distinct from the greater-whole, is also being debated.

Slewardship ofthe body as applied by St. Thomas is quite clear: there is

order to all things in the universe and, to this end, the human person finds

themselves in a position of striving forward to reach closer to the Creator, while at



the same time recognizing his or her own limitations (we shall explore more on

this "striving forward" in Chapter 5). As Sr. Ruth Caspar O.p. explains:

For Thomas, ...divides the universe into God, and every.thing that God has
made: the Creator and the created universe. We humans, ofcourse, inhabit
that created universe; the most profound truth ofour existence is that we
are God's creation. We stand on the horizon, inhabiting both realms. We
are not God only God is God-but we are created in the image of God
(S.T. I, 93). Each substance in the universe of God's creation has a place
and a putpose, and ours is unique. We become who we are meant to be by
actualizing our full potential as humans, and this process will bring us to
integrity as we find our way back to the Source from Whom we have
come. This requires us to develop two uniquely human faculties: our God-
given potential ofreason, as we explore the universe in search oftruth;
and the orientation given to us as creatures with desires and yeamings, so
that we choose what is right and good. (Caspar, 2004, f8)

Quoting a maxim of Aristotlee, Ashley and O'Rour.ke correctly note that with

modern medicine traditional views on stewardship are in flux:

A basic axionr of medicine has always been the Greek dictum, art perfects
nature, which implies that human persons can be healed (or patched up)
and helped to develop to maturity, but they cannot be essentially remade.
Today, however, the situalior.r has changed. We must face the questions:
Is it right for persons to become their own creators? Can and should
human nature be remade? . . . . Francoeur (1912) has answered that
because'we can, we must' and calls this the 'technological imperative.,
Jones (1974, 1984). however cautions against the tendency to accept
scientihc progress as an unalleged benefìt. (Ashley & O'Rourke, 1997,
316)

While the Greek axiom may hold for many, Transhuman philosophy does not

concu¡ and responds with: "Had Mothe¡ Nature been a real parent. she would

have been in jail for child abuse and murder" (Bosrrom,2003b. !123).

That the technology exists to make changes to the existing fonn ofthe

body is not in debate. Corrective and cosmetic surgeries today are commonplace.
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Optics and micro-computing make regular appearances in the operating room, and

robotics has few problems in taking the place ofthe surgeons themselves. As

Ashley and O'Rourke outline in Health Care Ethics:

The first steps toward remaking the human body have already been taken
(L. Shapiro et al., 1986; Gusrafson, 1994). Three levels ofphysical
remaking seem possible: 1. Surgical procedures wliich would replace
existing organs with transplants, biological constructs, or artificial organs
that are not mere substitutes for natural organs but which expand old
functions or ínsert new ones into the body as suggested.,, (Ashley &
O'Rourke, 3 17)

The second and third Ievels put forth are new embryological developments and

ultimately genetic engineering.

Continuing in this vein both authors bring to light the deep_rooted notion

that to change the body in ways outside of'atural birth and outside of standard

medical needs is contraly to the designs ofthe divine:

The basic ethical issue here seen by some theologians is how great is the
exterf of human dominion over nature. This is a classical way of posing
the issue. but it is perhaps too much influenced by the Greek imagè of God
as ajealous monarch who becomes angry when prometheus infringes on
his prerogatives. Others would see such attempts to improve on hurnan
beings as an insult to the work ofthe creator, whose masterpiece is
humankind, or at least as a fatal temptation to pride. (Ashley & O'Rourke,
3 l8)

As we shall see, attempts to "improve on human beings,,are looked at in a

Transhumanist philosophy as just the opposite ol an ,,insult," rather a necessary

part of humanity.

From the viewpoint of theology the question is this: ,.by trying to improve

on God's work and create a human being other than He created or intended, do we

n "Af imitates nature"(Aristotle. Pá):sl cs,lI, c.2- l94a 22)
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not attack the scheme of Providence?" (Gilman,2002,111). In examining body

augmentation, we find that the most widespread (yet by-in-large less extreme)

surgery today is plastic surgery. Sander L. Gilman reminds us that Roman

Catholic teaching defends aesthetic surgery by evoking the theological "Principle

of Totality" in which a part of tlre body can be sacrificed for the good ofthe

whole. Even if the intent ofthe procedure is to achieve -'physical beauty," the

principle holds. He fuither explains that:

one can sacrifice a 'too lrish' nose ifthe end result is a more coherent
body, in one's own estimation. The moral evaluation of the act must show
that: a) the intention is right; b) the general health ofthe patient is not
placed at risk; and c) the motives must be proporlionate to the means
employed. Aesthetic surgery cannot be sanctioned if the purpose is rnere
vanity or fashion. And what is not 'mere vanity'? Aesthetic surgery, for
example, can be sanctioned if it ameliorates 'grave psychological effects .

. . such as a sense ofinferiority.' Then it is seen as not only permissible
but also a necessity. (Gilman, 2002.115)

Pope Pius Xll spoke to the Italian Society ofPlastic Surgeons in 1958 calling

plastic surgery both a science and an art, established for the benefìt of hurnanity in

which important ethical and psychological values are concerned. Pope Pius XII:

"If we consider physical beauty in its Cluistian light and if we respect the

conditions set by our rnoral teachings, then aesthetic surgety ìs not in

contradiclion to the will ofGod. in that it restores 1he perfection ofthat greatest

work ofcreation. man"(Pius XII, 1958, 6).

Pius XII pointed out an analogy between the remedial work ofthe

cosmetic surgeon and the creating hand ofGod and stÌessed the benefits of such

body augmentation:
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It is easy to deduce how impotant, delicate and deserving is your
profession . . . restoring harmony and dignity to pafts ofthe body and at
times also to the spirit. How many minds, depressed with
inferiority complexes and practically crippled in their activity, regain
serenity and the dynamism of life in your able hands. (Pius Xll. 195 8, 6)

Such statements on current healing aspects ofplastic surgery show that body

modification in itself is not unwelcome, indeed in cases of reslorative surgery

such procedures are conmonly classified today as essential to complete healing.

Concluding, Gilman states:

Aesthetic surgery is restorative surgery, restoring one to the ideai body,
that divine norm against which one measures the weaknesses and faults of
real human beings. Such restolation ofthe body becomes, as far as
religious practice permits it, an ackrowledgment of its .holistic'

reconstitution ofthe entire person - psyche as well as body. Religious
responses take the argument of'happiness' extremely seriously. (Gilman,
2002,n!)

Indeed we hnd that St. Thomas devotes several answers to happiness. including

bodily goods, pleasure and power (Prima Secundæ Partis.Man's Last End).

Cosmetic surgery is an example of a body augmentation that in the

majority ofcases today does not need to be perfonned in order to maintain

"normative" levels of human body function. This is to say that it is aptly named

"cosmetic" precisely because it deals mainly with the interpretatiorr of one,s

personal idea of beauty and the desires ofindividuals to achieve them. The

American Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons documents that there were nearly

8.3 million surgical and nonsurgical cosmetic pr.ocedures performed in 2003 and

the rate ofincrease is approximately twenty-percent. (Plastic Surgery

Research.com, 2004, fl) This type ofaesthetically optional procedure gives an
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example ofprecedent that Transhumanism views as a precursor to other body

augmentation techr.rologies: limb and organ replacements, increases to sensory

perceptions, etc. Ashley and O'Rourke comment on this type of surgery also

addressing the question of necessity:

What if the purpose of the surgery is not normal function but 1he

destruction or inhibition of cefiain normal functions? . . . Cosmetic surgery
is not directed at restoring nonnal function, by at inrpror ing oppearan(e.
While human appearance can hardly be called a "function" ofthe body.
yet it is ceúainly very impodant in human life, both with regard to sexual
attraction and with regard to all our social relationships and sense of
personal wofih. We can, therefore, grant that it is ethically justified ifthe
puçose is to acquire, when lacking, what is generally regarded as a
normal, attractive appearance for one's gender or even to enhance it.
(Ashley & O'Rourke, 340)

2.1.1 The Transhumanist view of Stewardship

Let us take Transhumanism as an instance of a radically new view ofthe

body and an aggressive view of the ethics of body-augmentation. The

Transhumanist approach seeks to ask and answer nearly all ofthe traditional

questions that Roman Catholic medical-ethics considers. Tralrshumanism

provides us, then, with a "post-modeln" view of the body. Consider the

Transhumanists credo:

Transhumanism advocates the use oftechnology to overcome our
biological limitations and transform the human condition. At the present
time or in the near future. human capabilities will be extended tll.ough
such means as genetic engineering, memory-enlancing drugs,
collaborative information-filtering, smarl agents. intelligence
amplihcation. wearable computers, and the Intemet. In the slightly longer
term, the accelerating pace oftechlological development opens up such
revolutionary prospects as superhuman arlificial intelligence and
molecular nanotechnology. (Pearce, 2003, fl8)
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Stewardship, as vìewed in light of Transhumanist answers, approaches body

function and human evolution as a work in progress. This is to say that in a

Transhumanist philosophy the human body may be seen as a "temple" but one

that is still in the process ofcreation dehnitely not static and definitely

something that needs alterations in order to become more akin to the temple's

architect and not the temple itself. Transhumanism does not weigh into

discussions on the body from a position on the creation of humanity or a concept

ofthe body as created in a fixed image. Transhumanism understands the

individual person to be in total control ofhis or her own body and all its

constituents; thus takes the body as an entity to be used, altered, augmented or

discarded as one's will desires. At the same time we find in other philosophical

camps similar views of total freedom to alter or revise the human body, yet with

beliefin a creator's complete approval:

First, since theologians generally accept the view that the Creator
produced the human race by an evolutionary process, they have to take
irto account the fact that human beings are not finished masterpieces but
rather a work in plogress. Thus, it is no insult to God's creative wisdom
for people to suppose that they can furlher perfect the world and even their
own bodies. Indeed, it is to God's praise that he has generously called
them to be co-worke¡s with him in his creative task. (Ashley & O'Rourke,
38)

Such thinking seems perfectly logical to a Transhumanist philosophy and centers

on both the continued development ofthe body and elevation of the person frorn

the position of "temple" to "temple-architect." Such a change revolutionizes

u'hole aspects of one's capabilities and changes in attitudes regarding issues

ranging from reproductive health to econorlic well-being and beyond are

cerlainly predictable (if not obligatory).



Human nature exists not in the abstract but in the flux of human history
and of individual biographies, where it seems subject to endless variations.
How, then, can a universal definition ofhuman nature that is more than an
empty commonplace be formulated? With the rise of modern technology,
for the first time in history human beings have achieved a real dominion
over nature. . .Moreover! scientists are acquiring mastery ofthe building
blocks out of which all material things are made and may soon tap the
sources ofenergy that will make it possible to reconstruct the work.
The ethical implication of these discoveries . . . [is that humans] will no
Ionger be stewards but creators. (Ashley & O'Rourke, 45)

Because there have been conceptual revolutions, pafticularly in the last century,

the understanding of the body has bent away from an analogy of the divine into an

engine, complete with pumps, pulleys, conduits and electrics.

Homo technologlc¿.rs - this is the term which American Catholic ethicist

Richard A. McCormick S.J. bestows on a sÕciety such as ours which creates,

solves and re-creates dilemmas utilizing technology in a comic and tragic circle.

He states, in How Brave a New I4/orld fhaf. "We are, corporately, honto

technologicus. The best solution to the dilemmas created by technology is more

technology. We lend to eliminate the maladapted condition (defectives,

retardates, and so on) rather than adj ust the environment to it" (McCormick, 1 981 ,

7). The field of bioethics, in which lapid advances of technology have created

ethical and moral problems that have never before been addressed (or even

imagined), is particularly affected. McCormick is, of course, not the first to note

the technological integration ofthe human being; we can see an illustration of this
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merging of the modem with the classical in Thom

- , . t0ügure r ).

Pfell' s Viu'uvian Man (see

1u Cyborg. Leonardo da Vinci's own nrechanical drawings are the basis for cyborg replacement
pans in this illustration, which takes da Vjnci's Vitruvian Man into the future. Da Vinci,s
fascination with mechanics and flight are ¡eflected in the images, and da Vinci,s mirror writing
flows into computer code. Original illustration by Thom Pfeil. O 2001 by Tlrom pfeìl M.D.
UniveÌsity OfTexas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas.
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2.2 The Principle of Mutilation

One does not have to look far within rhe field of medical ethics to see the

influence ofSt. Thomas paficularly if one examines foundations oftransplant

procedures or other similar surgeries within Roman Catholic medical-moral

guìdelines.rr Ron-ran Catholic medical ethics is grounded on the ethical principles

embedded in the Moral Law (a combìnation of natural law philosophical ethics.

the Divine Law, and the teachings olthe Magisterium). Indeed, when one begins

to look at pastoral medicine in particular, St. f'homas's conclusions on concepts

such as natural law, sources ofhappiness and the body (as described by Andrew

Klarmann in The Crw of Pastoral Medicine: The Perils of Embryonic Man) acf

as a "pedeslal" in conjunction with biology. Even beyond the direct writings of

St. Thomas we find that the methodology behind the fields of mo¡al theology and

medicine are linked as David F. Kelly explains. "Like scientific, technological

medicine, [methodologies] evolved out of ar.r Aristotelian-Thomistic thought

system where nature, secondary causality, and rationality were

emphasized"(Kelly, 1979, 400).

Although the material is vast and often interpreted in various forms, it is

our goal to examine the following: what exactly are the Thomistic principles of

tt 
See, Hunanae firae (Boston: Pauline Books & Media, 1968): ,,lt is. in fact, indisputable, as

our predecessors have many times declared, that Jesus Christ, when communicating to peter and
to the apostles His divine authority and sending them to teach all nations His commandments,
constituted them as guardians and authentic interp¡eters ofall the moral law, not only, that is. of
the law ofthe Gospel. but also ofthe natural law, which is also an expression ofthe will ofGod.
the faithful fulfìllment ofwhich is equally necessary for salvation.,'; the National Conference of
Catholjc Bishop's, Erhical and Re/igiotts Directives for Catholic Health Care Services: ,.The
moral teachings that we profess here flow principally from the natural Iaw. understood in the Iight
ofthe revelation Christ has entrusted to his Chur.ch.,' See generaJly, Thomas Aquinas, Szl/rrlra
Theologica,la IIae, Q.94; II II Q.70 A L Ralph Mclnerny- Ãrlz icø Thomistica (\Nashington, D.C.:
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totality and mutilation? How are they linked to the body and stewardship, and

what influence has Aquinas had on the development ofthese ideas? What are the

modern applications ofthese ideas, set down centuries ago, and does Aquinas still

hold relevance in contemporary arguments regarding changes to the body: organs,

limbs, memory, etc. ?

What exactly are these concepts? Often regarded as concepts linked with

natural law theory, the "principle oftotality" and the "principle of mutilation" are

integral pafis to any examinalion ofthe body, particularly in cases involving

surgery. Addressing the questions of amputation, organ donation and the

sacrificing of individual parls for the good ofthe whole, these two principles are

deeply connected and modern applications and interpretation of St. Thomas's

base are not rare.12 Although the underlying theory behind the principle of

totality and the principle of mutilation goes back for centuries, Pope Pius XII

brought the expressions into contenporary use, particularly in Catholic moral

theology and bioethics. I{e did so in his address to the First Interr.rational Congress

on the Histopathology of the Nervous System Á 1952 (The Moral Limits O/

Medical Research And Treannent).

The Catholic Universiry of America Press. 1982); see also previous references to specific points in
Suntnta Theologiae section 1.1 .
12 

See Mark J. Clìenf,, 'Body Parts and the Market Place: Insights ¡om Thonristic PhiJosophy'
Christian B ioet hics, (Taylor & Francis, Volume 6, Number 2 / August 2000: I 7 I 193 ): Thomas
Aquinas' understandings ofernbodiment and moral uses ofthe body are usually interpreted as. and
cited in suppoft ol foreclosing a market in human organs. Aquinas' principle of totality r.equir.es
that one preserve the wholeness ofthe hurran body . . . Such consideratìons rvill provide
significanf grounds for concluding tltat a market in humaü organs for transplantation appr€ciates
the embodied natu¡e ofthe human person. respects the body and its parts as personal, ratlteÌ tltan
as mere things, is consistent with acknowledging God's domirion over our lives and bodies, and
constitutes an appropriate utilizatior'ì of God's gifts to us. Moreover', such a market would likely
create significant opportunities charitably to help others, to enhance human dignity and to protect
against the serious dehumanization of current national bureaucratic procedures for organ donation.
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Like many important concepts in moral theology and bioethics there are

several def,initions, of varying exactness. attached to both oflhese principles. In

my opinion an uncomplicated explanation is given by John Gallagher in his

article, "The Principles of Totality: Man's Stewardship of His Body:" "the

principle oftotality states that in ceftain cases, mutilation is allowed when it is

necessary for the good ofthe whole. 'Mutilation' here means 'any procedure that

either temporarily or permanently impairs the natural and conplete integrity of

the body or its functions"'(Gallagher, 1984,218). To be sure, mutilation is a

considered a grave violation. As defined in the Dictionrtry of Moral Theology,

"Mutilation belongs to the category of murder: the dillerence is that mutilation is

parlial destruction ofan individual, whereas murder is the total destruction ofthe

physical life... Moral law is concerned with mutilation because no man is

absolute in his dominion over the body" (Bender, 1962, 805). The exact gravity of

the sin of mutilation does not in fact depend upon the size of the niutilation but

ralher as Ludoviso Bender explains, "[upon] the importance ofthe organ

involved" (Bender, 805). This ernphasis on the substance ofthe organ is a large

factor in the detemrination ofwhether or not Transhuman philosophies would be

violating Roman Catholic ethical standards in their differing plans for human

happiness tllrough augmeffation. As we shall see, some of the greatest debate

today regarding medical technologies revolves around reproductive organs and on

this matter; the church has cedainly not been silent.

These defrnitions stray very little from the original treatment ofthe

principles by St. Thomas inhis Sutnnta Theologicn, Secunda Sectmdæ Partis,



Question 65. Article 1. Aquinas addresses the question of amputation from the

aspect ofthe body as a whole entity, created whole and to be kept whole. In his

writings, we see some oflhe very basic ideas that totality and mutilation bring to

any discussion of amputation, grafts or artihcial limbs stewardship,

responsibility, and function. Aquinas rationalizes:

Welher in some case.g it nruy be lavful to maint anyone?

Objection 1. It would seem that in no case can it be lawful to maim anyone. For
Damascene says (De Fide Orth. iv.20) that "sin consists in deparling from what is
according to nature, towards that which is contrary to nature." Now according to
nature it is appointed by God that a man's body should be enlire in its members,
and it is contrary to nature that it should be deprived ofa melnber. Therefore it
sccms that it is alvrays a sin to lnailn a person.

Objection 2. Further, as the whole soul is to the whole body, so are the parts oflhe
soul to the parls of the body (De Anima ii, 1). But it is unlawful to deprive a man
ofhis soul by killing him, except by public authority. Therefore neither is it
lawful to maim anyone, except perhaps by public authority.

Objectìon 3. Furtlier, the welfare ofthe soul is to be preferred to the welfare of the
body. Now it is not lawful for a man to maim himself for the sake of the soul's
welfare: since the council of Nicea [P. I, sect. 4, can. i] punished those who
castrated themselves that they might preserve chastity. Therefore it is not lawful
for any other reason to maim a person.

On the contrary, It is written (Ex. 21:24): "Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for
hand, foot for foot."

I answer that, Since a member is part of the whole human body, it is for the sake
of the whole, as the imperfect for the perfect. Hence a member of the human body
is to be disposed ofaccording as it is expedient for the body. Now a member of
the human body is of itself useful to the good ofthe whole body, yet, accidentally
it may happen to be hur1ful, as when a decayed member is a source of corruption
to the whole body. Accordingly so long as a member is healthy and retains its
natural disposition, it cannot be cut off without injury to the whole body. But as

the whole of man is directed as to his end to the whole of the community of which
he is a par1, as stated above (61, 1;64,2,5). it may happen that although the
removal of a member may be detrimental to the whole body, it may neverlheless
be directed to the good of the community. in so far as it is applied to a person as a
punishment for the purpose ofrestraining sin. Hence just as by public authority a
person is Iawtrlly deprived oflife altogether on account ofcertain more heinous
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sins, so is he deprived of a member on account ofcertain lesser sins. But this is
not lawful for a private individual, even with the consent of the ou.ner of the
member, because this would involve an injury to the community, to whom the
man and all his parts belong. lf, however, the member be decayed and therefore a
source of conuption to the whole body, then it is lawful with the consent of the
owner of the member, to cut away the member for the welfare of the whole body,
since each one is ent¡usted with the care of his own welfare. The same applies if it
be done with the consent ofthe person whose business it is to care for the welfare
ofthe person who has a decayed member: otherwise it is altogether unlawful to
maim anyone.

Reply to Objection 1. Nothing prevents that which is contrary to a particular
nature from being in harmony with universal nature: thus death and comuption, in
the physical order, are contrary to the particular nature ofthe thing corrupted,
although they are in keeping with universal nature. In like manner to maim
anyone, though contrary to the parlicular nature ofthe body of the person
maimed. is nevertheless in keeping with natural leason in relation to the common
good.

Reply to Objection 2. The life of the entire man is not directed to something
belonging to man: on the contrary whatever belongs 1o man is directed to his life.
Hence in no case does it perlain to a person to take anyone's lif,e, except to the
public authority to whom is entrusted the procuring ofthe common good. But the
removal of a member can be dilected to the good ofone man, and consequently in
cerlain cases can pertain to him.

Reply to Objection 3. A member should not be removed for the sake of the bodily
health ofthe whole, unless otherwise nothing can be done to further the good of
the whole. Now it is always possible to fufher one's spiritual welfale otherwise
than by cutting off a member, because sin is always subject to the will: and
consequently in no case is it allowable to maim oneself, even to avoid any sin
whatever. Hence Chrysostom, in his exposition on Matth. 19:12 (.Hont. lxii in
Matth.), "There are eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom
ofheaven." says: "Not by maiming themselves, but by destroying evil thoughts,
for a man is accursed who rnaims himself, since they are murderers who do such
things." And further on he says: "Nor is lust tamed thereby. on the contrary it
becomes more importunate, for the seed springs in us from other sources, and
chiefly lroni an incontinent purpose and a careless mind: and temptation is curbed
not so much by cutting off a member as by curbing one's thoughts." (Aquinas, SZ.

Q.6s, A.1)

St. Thornas's Question 65, Aiticle f . is prímarily a statement relating to

the fleld ofjustice as it addresses the question of lanf,rlness and it is keeping with

the pattem ofjustice in lelatìon to the body tliat he explains in othe¡ articles. such
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as on restitution. Yet we can see in this stateÌnent a deeper level to the totality that

Aquinas is talking about: the body itself is not merely being limited to the

individual's physical form, but "the body" is also being extended as an example

of the whole of society. One of the very basic diflerences between a personal

application vs. a met(r application is the independence that an individual has in the

totality of society as opposed to the dependence than an individual part has in the

totality ofthe body. The natural function ofa limb such as a leg or an arm is

moot without the body, which it serves; it exists for the benefit ofthe bÕdy.

Martin Nolan expresses this larger application of totality in his, "The Principle of

Totality in Moral Theology" as:

The principle is absolute in that it makes the position, progress and
direction of all 'par1s,' of everything less than whole towards the
consummation Õf all in communion. The vast cosmic totality envisioned
by St. Thomas in his Summa contrd gentiles is as absolute as it's sharing
the Creator's gift of himself in existence. (Nolan, 1968.245)

Yet, the application of totality beyond the body leads one into the questions of

capital punishment and punishment by mutilation such as loss of a hand or eye in

restitution for a crime. While some argue that the benefit to the whole of society

is inc¡eased with the death of a criniinal (even Aquinas makes reference to this

possibility) the modern-day Church's position asserts that this application of

totality is a violation of the life of the individual and not licit. We can read in

Pope John Paul's II encyclical Evangeliunt Ititae (The Gospel of Life):

.,.1 confrnt that the direct qnd volwltary killing o.f an innocent hwnan
being is alwoy.s gravely intmoral. This doctrine, based upon that unwritten
law which man, in the light ofreason, finds in his ou'n heart (cf. Rom
2:14-15). is reaffirmed by Sacred Scripture, transmitted by the Tradìtion of
the Church and taught by the ordinary and universal Magisterium. [51]
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The deliberate decision to deprive an irulocent human being of his life is
always morally evil and can never be licit either as an end in itselfor as a
means to a good end. (John Paul ll, 2003a, \57 )

The licitness of surgical interventions under the principle of mutilation are

govemed by conditions that Pius XII firsl. explained in conjunction with the

principle of totality to the Twenty-sixth Congress ofthe Italian Society of

Urologists: That the continued presence offunctioning of a particular organ

causes serious damage 10 the whole organism or threatens it, that the harm cannot

be avoided or reduced except via mutilation. and finally that it is reasonable to

expect that the negative effect ofthe mutilation will be offset by the positive

effect of removing the danger to the organism. (Pius Xll, 1953, 679)

2.3 Natural Law

When we examine a concept such as natural law we are presented with

views that go back to Plato and the Stoics; their views carried forth and decoded

by Church Fathers and philosophers incorporated significantly in 2Otr' century

Roman Catholic ethics and into the work oftheologians and legal analysts.

Examining the most recerrt developments in body-enhancement technology. we

quickly enter the realm of natural law as limb or organ augmentation deals

directly with some of the basic ideas that Roman Catholic natural law theory has

confronted for over two thousand years. While natural law has several

definitions. mostly dependent upon area of influence, comnentator. or era, there

are certain commonalties that can be derived.



John Finnis, writing in Àrallral Lav, and Natural Righrs for the Clarendon

Law Series, sees natural law as: "a set ofbasic methodological requirements of

practical reasonableness whìch dislinguish sound from unsound practical thinking

. . ." or "a set of general moral standards" (Finnis, 1980,23). D'Arcy believes that

Aristotle detemrines it in conjunction with imitated laws:

There are two kinds of law: the particular; and the universal . . . By
"universal" I mean the law ofnature. For there is a notion ofwhat isjust
and unjust according to nature, which is universal: i.e. it is to some extent
perceived by all men alike, even though they have had no mutual
communication or association. (D'Arcy, 1978, 1131)

One of the common denominators between genres, time, and person, is the pre-

existing independent positive standard that is an irrevocable parl ofnatural law.

In natural law theory that is, positive laws, lruman laws, model themselves upon a

set of principles that are the highesl expression of nature, reason, God, or othel

metaphysical supreme(s). One ofthe greatest questions in natural law theory ìn

the past two hundred years has been an examination ofthis coupling ofposilive

law and natutal law; more precisely ir is the moral and legal validity ofpositive

law. This is to say, which (if any) of the two is the higher law? Although some

scholars, such as noted Austrian jurist Hans Kelsenl3. would argue that traditional

interpretations ofpositive law lessen its significance since it emanates from

natural law, Finnis rightly points out that as far back as Aquinas positive law was

treated on a dislinct level of imporlance. He notes: "Aquinas thinks that positive

law is needed for two reasons, of which one is that the natural law "already

somehow in existence" does not itselfplovide all or most ofthe solutions to the
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co-ordination problems of communal life" (Finnis, 28). .Iacques Maritain. in

Natural Latu and Aquinas, points out that, "This is the preamble and the principle

of natural law; it is not the law itself ' (Maritain, 1991. 1 18). How one is to

perceive the natural law and discover its guidance in relation to the positive law is

something that is often ascribed to human intuition, or as Aquinas puts it in the

Summa Theologiae, the "natúal inclinations . . . directed according to reason"

(Aquinas, SZ, Q.65. A.1). Today, one rnay be tempted to draw a parallel between

this natural inclination, or in-born unconscious reasoning, as one of the most

fundamental genetic conditions with which all humans have been endowed -
conscious.

A second commonality between definitions is the immutable quality of

natural law. Although most recently this particular aspect has come under close

scrutiny, and is even denied by certain scholars, it remains a strong characteristic.

As Cicero stated:

Right reason is a true law, agreeing with nature, infused into all men,
unchanging, etemal. which summons to duty by its commands, deters
from wrong by forbidding it, and which neveftheless neither commands
and lorbids the good in vain, nor prevails with the bad by commanding
and forbidding theni. It is not permitted to abrogate this law, nor is it
allowed to derogate from it in anfhing, nor. is it possible to abrogate it
wholly. (Cicero. ti7)

D'Arcy holds to this principle in Ntûural Lay¡. The immutable nature of natural

law is coupled with its eternal nature. Whether it is derived from human reason,

as a nìore secular approach would ascribe. or from God, as Ulhnarur holds:

"Being tlre creation of the Supreme lawgiver. not the work of man-'nec

I¡ Aust¡ian legal phìlosopher' ( 1 881-1973) rvho \\,rote the constitution adopted by the Austrian
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Jtomununt ingeniis excogitata' - the divine law is eternal 'aeternwn quddam' -

and reigns over'universum nnndunt"' (Ullmann, 1969,46). One could argue that

the early Church Fathers simply adopted the traditional views of natural law from

the stoics or Cicero, simply shifting impersonal notions ofreason or ideas of

nature as divinity into a Christian settings and a Sovereign as Lawgiver. This

though, would gloss over the contribution of the early Christian writers and

scholars. Hearkening back as far as St. Paul's letter to the Romans we can see

that natural law is ascribed to all people:

. . . when the Gentiles who have not the law, do by nature those things that
are of the law, these having not the law, are a law to themselves; who
shew the work ofthe law written in their hearts, their conscience bearing
witness to them. (2: 14-15)

As Michael Crowe explains, in The Changing Prolìle of the Naturel L(M, iT is

clear that St. Paul is speaking ofthe pagans, who although without the Jewish

Mosaic law. do have another law u'hich teaches them the difference between righl

and wrong, a law which is tl.re very foundation ofthe distinction bet\¡/een good

and evil and not simply an ildicator. (Crowe, 1977. 53)

In all approaches. the universality ofnatural law would seem to extend to

all persons, whether fliey sllare the same religious beliefs or not, and yet there are

particularly puritanical approaches fonnulated by stringent Protestant groups and

theologians such as Karl Barth or Felix Flückiger which refute the references in

St. Paul's writings to natural law among pagans or gentiles. Allhough natural law

is in a religious context a major pafi ofthe history is a concept that attempts to

transcend doctrines and stand by itsell as we find in the Encyclopedia of

republìc in 1920. Kelsen rejected both natural law theory and legal positivisnr
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Bioethics: "Some things are right or wrong, good or evil, oftheir very nature: not

because the law ofthe land says so; not becomes one's religion says so; not

because oftheir likely social consequences; but of their very nature. Furthermore.

as well as being good or riglrt, they are also obligatory"(D'Arcy, 1 1 33).

Finally, we can see a teleological aspect to natural law that is also

explored and defined by different interpreters over several eras. This teleology is

tied in closely with the final actions one should resolve to perform based upon the

tenets and guidelines ofnatural law: the natural end is the practical application of

the entire theory. It is at this end-stage of applying the natural law that the

morality of actions is most often explored, as Gonzalez Moral remarks:

It is intritisically evil to make use of a natural thing in a way repugnant to
its natural end; this is a principle ofthe first importance in questions of
morality. Lying is therefore intrinsically evil, for it involves using human
speech in a way directly contrary to its natu¡al end. (D,Arcy. 1132)

The question ofenforcement ofnatural law most often falls into the realm of the

theoretical, as it is the positive law that judiciaries and legislative bodies deal with

on a practical level. Yet. as far back as A¡istotle and Cicero, and particularly

during the medieval-period, there was study ofthose people in (or that segment

o1) society that created the laws and their conformity with natural law. As

Ullman¡ explains, in The Medieval Idea r¡f Lat, as Represented by Lucas De

Penna:

Although all human law is the command of the Ruler as God,s vicegerent,
any parlicular command ofthe ruler which contradicts the divine idea of
natural justice to the dictates of natural reason is not law. With this
limitation, then. that he is subject to divine or natural law, and hence
camrot legislate in opposition to it, the Ruler has the power to issue those
commands that are the law. (Ullmanl, 1969, xxxiv)
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Ofcourse, natural law theory has had its critics over the centuries and. as

we have seen, particular definitions emphasize ceúain aspects over others. In a

systematic analysis of natural law, fhe Encyclopaedia ofBioethics provides ts

with an excellent list ofprinciple objections to the acceptance of natural law as a

basis for moral actions, positive law, or as a solution for bioethical dilemmas:

Cultural relativism. Evolution, Protestant Reformation objections, Legal

Positivism, and Modern Catholic theory.

The first objection goes against one of the earliest definitions of natural

law, that put fofih by Aristotle. It is the continued exploration ofthe globe during

the centuries since classical time which has brought to light new cultures and

peoples with sometimes radìcally differing moral values and belief systems. This

discovery of multiple systems of morality seems to imply that natural law's

unìversality is not a dominant feature of all humans during all times. This

discovery of worldwide moral pluralisrn is related to objections arising from the

theories ofevolution. In the evolutionary objection, we sec an attack on the

quality of irnrnutability with which natural law has often been associated -
unchanging human nature appeared to be quite changeable given the rise and fall

of specìes, development from ape to proto-hllman to human, etc. The

teleological view that natural law presents also appeared to blur as the

evolutionary ends could not be predicted; on the macro-level species would

develop or die ofl the end result unklown and uncompromising.

Protestant Reformation objections often fall into the question of natural

law's relationship to moral actions, grace and, hence, biblical redemption. As the
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Encyclopedia of Bioethics outlines, since natural law theory commonly

emphasizes the ability of (unredeemed, unconverted) human beings to perform

morally good actions. and to acquire and grow in positive virtues. D'Arcy, in fact

goes as far to suggest that: "Reformers who wished to insist that there is no

righteousness except that which Cluist's redeeming death brought to believers did

not view Aquinas' natural law tl.reory as appropriate" (D'Arcy, 1133). Although

he leaves such an amalgamation of "reformers" r,ague and greatly generalized.

Legal Positivism has many faces, but at its head is the contention that

positive law needs no basis in natural law for validity. The morality that natural

law attempts to presume on positive law is incongruous with Legal positivists

who hold that it is the form ofthe law which takes precedent with its ability to

clrange and adapt to required situations. It-t Ethics ancl Morals by Joseph Gerard

Brennan we read that, "Positive law is man-made. Though it depends on natural

law, it need not itselfhave any dilect foundation in the natural order . . . theory of

law is best selved by keeping the ethical out of it as rrruch as possible', (Breman,

1973, 330). Indeed, he goes as far 1o say: "The concept of law has no moral

connotation whatever" (Bremran, 330). Here the test of law cones from

procedural validity, not moral validity and. as Ernst Bloch explains in Natural

Lav, and Hltman Dignity: "Hobbes's temark in Leviarhan that ,no law car.r be

unjust' is a fundamental credo oflegal positivism. which answers the question of

justice in conventional rather than moral terrns" (Block, 1986. xiv).

Finally we can see objections to traditional natural law theory from within

Catholicism, beginning mostly in the 1960s with an emphasis on individual rights
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and on more personal styles of solving moral dilemmas. D'Arcy shows. .,lt was

felt that the impersonal style ofnatural law theory, together with its insistence on

the absolute and intrinsic evil of certain types ofaction, did less thanjustice to the

sovereign dignity of the individual human person" (D'Arcy, 1134). Posr

Consiliar advances in biblical theology and an emphasis on Ch¡istian love in

ethical teachings (as opposed to schools ofthought such as Scholasticisrn which

emphasize actions) began to show natural law as increasingly unfeeling. Natural

law historically, these new thinkers argued, put forward an ethic which was

"impersonal, unsympathetic, and lacking in the most characteristic emphases

insisted on by Jesus in the Gospels" (D'Arcy, 1135).

All ofthese points offer valid opinions on natural law that show.just how

much variance there still is on such a topic, yet it is still very rnuch a force in

n.roral theology and legal theory, finding parlicular a resurgence after World War

II during the trails of war-criminals. No legal precedent had been created for

genocidal acts committed during the war and although there were many

influences, natural law as a basis for j ur.isprudence was once again at the

forefront. Indeed, with the reevaluation ofnatural law theories, many aspects of

the teaching of scholars and theologians frorn antiquity to the middle ages came

under scrutiny. In my opinion, tlie moderate nature of St. Thomas,s definition of

natural law applicatior.rs figures prominently in modern times, particularly in

comparison with other unalterable forms. We can read in Na Íural Lau, and

Nalural Ríghts:

Now Aquinas indeed asserls that positive law derives its validity from
natural law; but in the vely same breath he shows how it is not a me¡e
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emanation lrom or copy of natural law, and how the legislator enjoys all
the creative freedom ofan architect. (Finnis.28)

Answering charges that the natural law cannot be changed we hnd:

A change in the natural law may be understood in two ways. Firsl, by way
of addition. In this sense, nothing hinders the natural law from being
changed. since many things, for the benefit ofhuman life, have been
added over and above the natural law both by the divine law and by
human laws. Secondly, a change in the natural law may be understood by
way of subtraction, so that what previousJy was according to the natural
law ceases to be so. In this sense, the natural law is altogether
unchangeable in its first principles, but [not] in its secondary principles.
(Aquinas, S7, II II Q. 94.)

Deeply linked with Roman Catholic moral theology. natural law has served as a

basis for such aLeas as medical ethics for years, more prominently in some

historical eras more than others, yet always in the background as foundation or

reference. As Lisa Sowle Cahill writes in "Current Teaching on Sexual Ethics.."

The characteristic Catholic approach to questions of ethics has for several
ceffuries been based on St. Thomas Aquinas's hypothesis ofa'natural
moral law.' Aquinas taught that there are cefiain human values - such as
respect for life, co-operation in society, and education ofthe young -which are known in all cultures. A natural morality common to all
persons can be derived from reasonable r.eflection on tllese values. (Sowle
Cahill, 1993. s26)

During the 1950's, in particular. there was a revival in natural law as a basis for

bioethical problems and it was quoted by the highest levels in the church

magisterium, including Pius XII and John XXIII. While natural law has been

inlerpreted and reinterpreted lot thousands ofyears, it is impoÍant to keep in

mind that, as Thomas A. Shannon points out: "There is the corfinual claim that

the Magisteriuur of the Roman Catholic Church is tlre guardian and interpreter of
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the natural law; the claim for the authority for this function is based on the New

Testament and the teachings of Jesus" (Shamon, 1981,6). As we shall see. it

must be noted that as with many other principles and ideas no infallible

statements have been made in regards to this and thus the evolution ofideas

continues lrom all levels - within the Church and from without. The topic of

natural law is broad and although, as we have seen, there are various

interpretations I believe that it must be a pafi of any examination of augmentation

technologies for at least three reasons: a) natural law is increasingly used in cases

with new medical technologies such as artificial insemination and IZF (as we

shall see); b) the role ofthe physician has changed considerably from one of

servant ofthe patient to, all too often, sen'ant ofa legally organized colporate

enlity or institution; and c) questions regarding augmentation techlologies always

involve the factor of "rights," rights ofthe patient, caregiver, society, etc. Natural

law theory is particularly relevant to the bioethics problems put forlh in Pope Paul

Vi's encyclical letter of 1968. Hwnanae Vitae. We can see that early on in

Huntanae Vitae |he natural law is appealed to as a primary authority and the role

ofthe Church as interpreter ofthat law is clarified:

Let no one of the faithful deny that the Magisterium of the Church is
competent to intelpret the natural moral law. Fol it is indisputable - as Our
predecessors have often declared - that when Jesus Christ imparted His
divine authority lporestãti,t) to Peter and the other Apostles and sent them
to all nalions to teach His commandments, He established those very men
as authentic guardians and intetpreters of the whole moral law, that is, not
only ofthe law ofthe Gospel, but also of natural law. For natural law, [as
well as revealed lawJ, declares the will of God; [thus] faithful compliance
l/ìdelis obtemperatio) wifh natural law is necessary for etemal salvation.
(Paul Vl, 1968, fl4)
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Such a slatement, confirming the Church's authority to act as "guardians" and

"interpreters" ofnatural law may hold little to no relevance to Transhumanism

who, as outlined, ifferpret human "improvement" highest of all laws. While

Hutnanae Zilae addresses mainly questions dealing with the nature ofprocreation

and reproductive issues, we can see that indivìdual problems fall within the scope

ofnatural law, in particular, because they deal with "body" issues and the nature

of life (from conception to marriage and beyond). The encyclical states:

God has wisely arranged the natural laws and times of fertility so that
successive birlhs are naturally spaced. But the Church, which interprets
natural law tluough its unchanging doctrine, reminds men and women that
the teachings based on natural law must be obeyed lobservandisl. and
teaches that it is necessary tl.rat each and every conjugal act fmatrimonii
zrszs] remain ordained in itself þer se destinatusl to the procreating of
human life. (Paul VI, 1968, !T1 1)

Extending to the very nature (perhaps even genetic levels) ofall people. natural

law is seen in its strictly ethical application as. "the rule ofconduct which is

prescribed to us by the Creator in the constitution of the nature with which He has

endowed us" (New Advent, 1998a, !f 1). Actions that are not compatible with this

inborn sense of morality are ethically wrong, and often these same actions are also

inational in the context of not being beneficial to the body or society. More than

just the conscious, natural law is ingrained in all humans and is the reflection of

God's order. Examples ofthe kind ofconduct that natural law regulates are many

and, as we shall see, can be applied to body augmentation technologies just as

they are applied to other choices throughout life:

For example, to nourish our bodies is right; but to indulge our appetite for
food to the detriment ofour corporal or spiritual life is wrong. Self-
preservation is right. but to refuse to expose our life when the well being
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of society requires it is wrong. 11 is wrong to drink to intoxication, for,
besides being injurious to health, such indulgence deprives one ofthe uses
ofreason. which is intended by God to be the guide and dictator of
conduct . . . There is, then, a double reason lor calling this law ofconduct
natural: first, because it is set up concretely in our very nature itself. and
second, because it is manifested to us by the purely natural medium of
reason. (ìrlew Advent. 1998b. !f3)

The concept follows that man is in a state ofviÍuousness and happiness when

realizing the logic of following natural law and the law of spiritual causality: one

reaps what one sows. From such thinking we can foresee that the types ofbody

augmentations that Transltumanism seeks to employ, for purposes of personal

"bettement" violates natural law as interpreted in Roman Catholicism. Not only

would such augmentations stray into the types of, "indulger.rces" of the body and

senses that are contrary to the greater good of the person. human dignity is risked

in such endeavors.

2.4 Applying Roman Catholic ethics to body augmentation

Not even a genius like St. Thor¡as could have foreseen such events as

cloning, body augmentations, inúÍro oÍ exlira-corporeal gestations. genetic

manipulations, and other post-modem technologies. Traditionally Roman

Catholic ethicists have had recourse to rely on ethical foundations and established

guidelines, from which future problems were addressed by invoking precedent

and models. There are the foundations ofnatural law, the double-effecl, the

principles oftotaiity and mutilation, as well as the foundations lain down by

church writings and scripture. The topic (and prospect) of surgery is rarely one

that people often seek to embrace without sone type ofreservation. The
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procedures. However, negative reaction to surgical procedures such as those

outlined by Transhumanism are not enough to discourage further exploralion into

the materials and functionality. Ethical attitudes are as much in flux in segments

of "firstworld" nations as the modem technology itself and mutilations that once

repulsed can often find themselves in vogue. Leon R. Kass, writing in Organs.fbr

Sale? Propriely, Propert),, and the Price of Progress illustrates a characteristic

argument that parallels initial reactions to body augmentations procedures

writing:

Most ofour attitudes regardìng invasions ofthe body and treatment of
corpses are carried less by maxims and argumenls, more by sentiments
and repugnancies. They are transmitted inadverlently and indirectly,
rarely through fomal instruction. For this reason, they are held by some
to be suspect, mere sentiments. atavisl¡s tied to superstitions ofa bygone
age. Some even argue that these repugnancies are based rnainly on
strangeness and unfamiliality: the strange rcpels because it is unfamiliar...
Time and exposure will cure us of these rer,ulsions, especially when there
are - as with organ transplantation - such enonnous benefits to be won.
These views are, I believe, mistaken. .. As Raskolnikov put it, and he
should klow, "Man gets used to everyhing - the beast." (Kass, I 993,
475)

One of the most impofant aspects that is associated with teclnology and

bioethics is functionality. On this, Richard McCorrnick writes: "lt can be

persuasively argued. I believe, that 1he peculiar temptations of a technologically

advanced culture such as ours is to view and treat persons functionally. Our

treatment of the aged is perhaps the sorriest symptom of this" (McCormick, 1981.

11). This functionality extends beyond a single level; it extends from the person

as a whole. the individual parts of the body. operations ofthe psyche, and even to

society itself. Functionality has been a part of technological advancements since
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the first rock-hammer was fashioned; indeed it is the ultimate goal of a

technology to increase functionality. The problematic questions in bioethics arise

when we begin to see functionality placed on such a high dais that it overshadows

considerations ofthe individual and society. creating a disparity between the

biological and the mechanical. We shall examine more of this disparity as we

look to possible body augmentation implications on medical research and social

justice. McCormick speaks of "sinful structures" in society that are very much

evident in our treatment ofhealth problems explaining that in a general way, the

enslavement ofpersons occurs throuþh structures. (McCormick, 1981, 35)

For McCormick, it is technology (par-ticularly coupled with consumerism)

that plays a major role in the creation of such structures. (McCormick, 1981, 35)

This is not to say that technology in service ofthe public health has not made

incredible advancements and benefited thousands medically. Artificial heafts

have, for example, according to The I4rorking Group on Mechanicctl Support,

reached a positive level of reliability and benefir in the general public (perhaps

more than isjustified by the state ofthe lechnology), and their corfinued use as a

viable medical tool is expected. (Levine, 1987 ,290) Yet, like McCormick. rhe

working group members have seen the linli between technology, society and

ethics. We read:

It is far easier to increase than to decrease the use of a technology after it
is in place. . . Experience with medical procedures indicates that
dissemination proceeds in the manner of a ratchet; once a medical
technology has reached a ceftain level ofuse. the public may corne to
expect and even demand it as a right. (Levine, 290)
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There appears to be much consistency among ethicists and theologians today on

this poin1, even from those outside of the Roman Catholic stream.la This of

course leads to the question: How does an integrated post-human body retum to a

non-integrated state once the technologies for augmentation are in place? Is there

a path to follow to leverse major body modihcation(s), particularly ifsaid

modification(s) has replaced major organs or tissues needed for basic life

operations? Currently, Transhumanist guidelines to not address this small

problem.

The idea of techrology and the artificial influencir.rg of the human body is

neither a modern one nor a rare occurrence. Indeed as G.Q Maguire and Ellen

McGee have written in "Implantable Brain Chips? Time for Debate:" "Worldwide

there are at least three million people living with arlihcial implants. They use

breast, penile, pectoral, testicular. chin, calf, hair, hormonal, medicinal, and dental

prostheses. 'l'hey also use bionic lirnbs. cardiac pacemakers, small implantable

punrps to assist in pulmonary or systemic circulation of blood, etc" (McGuire, Jr.

& Ellen M. McGee. 1999, 12). We shall see further extensions of this influence

in the examination of sensory and mental augmentations, for example structues

such as the "BodyNet."

We can see in the writings olGerman philosopher Emst Kapp the

generalized use of teclnology as an extension of the human body. Carl Mitcham

and Jim Grole outline this approach to technology as "object for us." They note

ra Like Mccormick, Paul Ramsey characterizes the relationship of techirology and society, in
Ethícs at the Edges o;f Lifehe clariftes, "A rhird tenet ofour age I call the Baconian project that
is, the pervasive notion that, for every problem produced by technology used for the ¡eliefofthe
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fha|. Grundlinien einer Philosophie der Technik (1871) 
- the fìrst book to bear

the title "philosophy oftechnology" approaches the subject from an

anthropological standpoint. "After extensive comparisons between human

anatomy and teclnological inventions, he fKapp] concludes that weapons and

tools are essentially projections ofhuman organs: the hammer an extension ofthe

fist, clothing an extension of the body skin and hair, etc" (Mitcham & Grote,

1978, 1639).

Even beyond the physical organs the technology-body connection extends

to differing levels of function (akin to the application ofthe principle oftotality at

a multitude of levels). Marshall Mcluhan, in Understand Media: The Extensions

ctf Man (1964), suggests that just as mechanical technology extends the body, so

electronic media extend the nervous systern (Mitcham & Grote, 1639). Wearable

computing is a reality oftoday that parallels this extension ofthe nervous system

and at the same time forms a new community never before viewed. Maguire and

McGee offer one example of this:

Thad Starner, a Ph. D. candidate in Media Arts and Sciences at
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, dresses in a wearable computer
and lives connected to the Internet using a miniature computer terminal at
all times. His device is the first stage of what he calls'the BodyNet, a
computer Ìretl\,-ork wired through human bodies.' (McGuire & McGee, 8)

In the same vein. Ramsey writes: "The human self-image is tuming into the image

oftechnological production. This looming peril concerns the soul of the hur¡an

species on this planet" (Ramsey. 142).

human condition, there will be an as-yet-distant tech¡ical solution. That, too, is among out
certainties" (Ramsey, 1978, 139).
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While the traditional connections between such things as morality. natural

law. totality, stewardship and the human body have remained as a strong guide to

bioethical problems there has been an evolution in the sciences. especially in the

past few centuries, and a concomitant evolution in the theology. Speaking at the

Nash Lectures in 1988 on the topic of "Moral Theology in the Year 2000: Reverie

or Reality?" McCormick t¡aces some of these historic interpretations such as

those ofFranciscus Hurth, S.J. (advisor to Popes Pius XI and Pius XII):

The will ofnature" he says, "was inscribed in the organs and their
functions." He concluded: "Man only has disposal ofthe use of hìs organs
and faculties with respect to the end which the Creator, in His formation of
them, has intended. This end for man, then, is both the biological law and
the moral law, such that the latter obliges him to live according to the
biological law." For this reason, Jolur C. Ford, S..I. and Gerald Kelly, S.J..
wrote in 1 963: "One cannot exaggerate the impoltance attached to the
plrysical integrity of the act itself both in papal documents and the
Catholic theology generally. (McCormick, 1988, 11)

Then McCormick shows how Vatican II moved beyond such "physical integrity"

when it proposed as criterion the person integrally and adequately considered:

"From a personalist standpoint, what must be examined is what the ìntervenlion

as a whole means for the promotion of the human persons who are involved and

for their relationships"(McCormick, 1 988. 12). This development towards the

incotporation of the person and their relationships is an expanded view of

"personhood" as compared to even turn of the century thinking.
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Chapter Three: Previous interpretations of the Catholic Medical Ethics

What can we extrapolate from these views and observations of modern

theologians and ethicists in regards to the possible use of arlificial or enhanced

organ developments? McCormick quotes others such as Joseph Þ-letcher when

discussing moral judgments and his view ofthose processes that we nowjudge as

arlificial. He records: "Man is a maker and a selector and a designer and the more

rationally contrived and deliberate anlthing is, the more huntan ît is,,

(McCormick. 1981, 45). For Fletcher. it would appear that there is no arlificial; all

devices emanate from human design and are therefore natural. In discussing

laboratory reproductive techniques he writes. "Laboratory reproduction is

radically human compared to conception by ordinary heterosexual intercourse. It

is willed, chosen, purposed. and controlled and surely these are at.rong the traits

that distinguish 11o mo sapiens from others in the animal genus" (McCormick.

1981,45). '5

Fletcher's view would be embraced by a Transhumanist philosophy. but

McCormick points out an impoftant component that appears to be a more

normative approach. In referring to this emphasis on rationality McCormick

explains:

This is at best ambiguous and at worst a distortion of the human. Rational
control. it is true, is a distinctive achievement of rnan. But he can use this
rationality in inhuman ways. Deliberation and rationality tells us only that
a human being is acting, not that is acting humanly. One can, with utter
control and deliberateness. do the nrost monstrously inhuman things.
(McConnick, 1 98 1. 285)

tt 'Willed. Chosen, Purposed, and Controlled' traits may indeed be components of humanity but
there are of course other species that can claim such behavior with just as much validity - other
species utjlizing tools for example.
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It is interesting to note the disparity between groups in relation to how they view

rationality and how it affects the human condition, human products and human

actions. This is not to say that modern interpretations on rationality do not hold it

in high esteem - quite the contrary, it is in fact at the pinnacle ofthe whole person

and linked with responsibility and essence. In "The Natural Law: Recent

Literature," McCormick connects rationality to the spirit, and quotes J. Etien¡e in

repudiating a theory ofnature which pattems God as a "transcendental engineer."

We can read:

J. Etienne. with nearly every informed modern writer, rejects a concept of
nature which mirors God as a transcendental engineer who had pre-
plotted man's course and embedded this plan in a multitude of concrete
personas. Such a caricature is a result of human imagination. Rather,
man's essential dignity is in his ralionality. This is his prerogative and liis
fundamental responsibility. (McCormick, 1991, 177)

Although McCormick is writing on the topic of cloning and artificial

insemination, his comments regarding the fulure possibilities and directions of

moral discourse surrounding such technologicai advancements, in the light of

over-all convictions about what the "human" is, are very relevant in that they deal

with some of the same questions that the implanting of advanced body

augmentations produces. He asks:

Will reproductive fteclmological] interventions, even if they provide
certain shon-te n remedies or advantages, actually improve the over-all
quality of hurnan life? If so. how is the improvement to be specihed?
What is the notion of the human that functions in the descriptìon of an
'improvement'? And who decides this? If the development and
application of such technology are likely to be humanely destructive, u'hy
will they be such? (McCormick. 1984, 334)
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Perhaps the most striking aspect ofthe question is the query into improved quality

of human life. A Transhumanist approach advocates that the quality ol life

improves dramatically by fusion with the mechanical or electronic and is a boon

to human development. Yet, the very improvements held by Transhumanists to

be positive (such as advanced uses of implantable computers or prosthetics) are

seen as just the opposite by people such as Kass, McCormick and others. Kass

goes so far as to observe:

Now, embarked on the joumey, we cannot go back. Yet we are
increasingly troubled by the growing awareness that there is neither a
Íìatural nor rational place to stop. Precedent.justifies extension, so does
rational calculation: We are in a warm bath that wamts up so
imperceptibly that we don't know when to scream. (Kass,486)

Just what are some of the implications of augmentation technology that reach

above and beyond the "normal" limits of the human body? Above and beyond the

questions the aggregate ofthe body; deferring to the reasons of'lotality ofthe

person" and "non-mutilation, " "fairness in competition, " and the "urge to

produce" greater advantages in production and persÕnal satisfaction as compared

to less-technological neighbours there are the issues of cost and accessibility.

Norma Daniels comments:

In general, distributing health care by ability to pay is unjust. Health care
(I include nomnedical health selvices) is ofspecial moral importance. Its
funclion is to maintain. restore. and compensate for losses of normal
species functioning, and depadures from normal functioning have a
signihcant impact on the range of oppodunities open to an individual.
Since a society is jusl only if it assures fair equality ofopportunity, health
care systems should be designed so that they optimally protect
opportunity, given the limits ofresources and technology. This fair
equality of opportunity accolrnt implies that there should be no
discriminatory barriers to whatever system of services optimally protects
oppoftunity. Still, individuals have rights or entitlements only to those
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seruices that are parl ofthe design ofsuch a system. They do not have
rights to any or every technology that can in some way provide them with
a benefit. Rather, technologies must be assessed before being
incorporated in a system so that we include only these services that
optimally protect oppofiunity. given fixed and reasonable limits on
resources. (Daniels, 1996. 101)

Noting the opposition outlined by Kass and others in respect to augmentation

dangers Transhumanists have developed a series of apologetics and counler the

worry of "dehumanizing:"

One ofthe central concerns ofthe bioconservalives is that human
enhancement technologies might be 'dehumanizing'. The concern, which
has been variously expressed, is that these technologies might undermine
our human dignity or inadvedently erode something that is deeply
valuable about being human but that is difficult to put into words or to
factor into a cost-benefit analysis. In some cases the unease seems to
derive from religious or crypto-religious sentiments whereas for others
(e.g. Francis Fukuyama) it stems from secular grounds. The most
prominent bioethicist to focus on the first fear is Leon Kass: Most of the
given bestowals ofnature have their given species-specified natures: they
are each and all ofa given sor1. Cockroaches and humans are equally
bestowed but differently natured. To turn a man into a cockroach-as we
don't need Kafka to show us-tvould be dehunranizing. To try to turn a
man into more than a man might be so as well. We need more than
generalized appreciation for nature's gifts. We need a particular regard
and respect for the special gift that is our own given nature.
Transhumanists counter that nature's gifts ale sometimes poisoned and
should not always be accepted. Cancer, malaria, dementia, aging,
starvation, unnecessary suffering, cognitive shortcornings are all among
the presents that we wisely refluse. Our own species-specified natures are a
rich source of much ofthe tlioroughly unrespectable and unacceptable,
susceptibility for disease. murder, rape, genocide, cheating, torlure,
racism. (Bostrom, 2003b, 'lT6)

The question now becomes: how does the natural law affect the field of

body-augmentation? We have seen the precedent for natural law in the use for

bioethical queslions involving the body and its functions, and as a measure

against which practitioners can attempt to come to a moral act based on a

foundation ofnatural law. Like other specific bioethical problems, there is no one
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Perhaps one of most interesting pieces of the discussion can be seen in Jacques

Maritain's view in "Natural Law in Aquinas" as it addresses the "artificial" and

"function" in a manner which correlates with natural law. Maritain writes: "every

being has its own natural law, as well it has its own essence. Any kìnd of thing

produced by human industry has, like the stringed instrument. . . its own natural

law, that is, the normality of its .functioning, the proper way in which, by reason of

its specihc construction, it demands to be put into action, it'should' be used"

(Maritain, 1991. 115). The moral obligation is linked with rhe way the objecr,

"shot cl'be used and, in tlre case ofbody augmentation, questions the use of

advanced bionics fol prosthetics, arlificial implants to improve mental or physical

conditioning, or the addition of cyberr.retic grafts on a perfectly normal body. It is

the normality offunction for these body augmentations to perform higher than the

"natural" standard of normal individual body par1s, yet it is not necessarily the

normality offunction of the whole hurnan body to be augmented in areas or to be

at a higher state of function. Here, two entities (literally linked together) have two

levels olfunctionalily and yet, as outlined, natural law would tell us that the

whole (natural state) body would take precedence in imporlance.

As outlined. we can see that one ofthe key points ofthe concept of natural

law is that it has not remained constant through the centuries - whether it be frorn

within the Magisterium or without. Will what we deem to be "artificial" today at

some future date fit into natural law theory as merely the progression of human

evolution or extension of human form? It should be noted: "That the un¡atural is
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not innately bad. The umatural or artificial, if sensitive to the Divine licensure

under which we function, represents the fulfillment of lhe biblical commandnent:

'and master it"'(Tendler, 1999, 107). While natural law has been used to address

the problem of amputations, mainly through its corollary of the principle of

totality, the question ofadding non-biological portions to the body has not yet

been addressed. One ofthe main difficulties in the application ofnatural law is

the importance of its consistency of application. Like a building-block structure,

rulings on issues build on each other: contraception's allowance would imply

acceptance ofabortions, and artificial insemination. which can imply pre-natal

screenings, genetic engineering and so forth. Yet, as Shannon points out in "An

Evaluation of Roman Catholic Medical Ethics:"

There has been no infallible declarations on issues of morality . . . This
means that all declarations ofthe Magisterium are subject to re-evaluation.
This does not in-rply, ofcourse, that such declarations are meaningless,
useless or irrational. It simply means that they are not the last word on the
subject. (Shannon, I 981, 7)

Of course this blings to light the argun'ìent: Would the Magisterium agree with

such a statement? With this in r-nind, we can see that the proponents of natural

law have an eye open to the future, where possibililies ofnew defrnitions ofbody

may be brought fofth for natural law to encompass and use as a guide towards a

moral end in the benefit ofhunran advancement worldwide.

3.1 Mutilation, Totalify & Human happiness/psychology

Another aspect to the principles we have overviewed can be seen in recent

times with regard to the totality of person extending to more than the mere
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physical. Such application has been put forward as another justification for organ

donation. As we can read in "Transplantation ofOrgans: A comment on Paul

Ramsey," Warren Reich speaks of the: "subordinatiÕn of the physical perfection

(ofthe donor) to his own perlection of grace and charity . . . This would expand

the notion of the total petson (psychological and spiritual, as well as physical)

beyond that which was originally envisioned in the 'principJe oftotality"'

(McCormick, 1975, 503). Of course St. Thomas cerrainly provides us with

considerations on both grace and charity but perhaps most interesting for our

examination is the connection between charity and the body that he provides.

One ofthe less developed yet included Transhumanist ideal for reasons to

manipulate human bodies that techically have no need for augmentatiort surgery

would be fol both the love ofone's own body and the opporlr-rnities presented for

an abundant source ofdiscarded, disease-free organs and limbs for the needy. St.

Thomas answers!

Wether a man ought to love his body out of charityl

I answer that, Our bodies can be considered in two ways: first, in respect
of their nature, secondly, in respect ofthe corruption of sin and its
punishrnent. Nowthe nature ofour body was created, not by an evil
principle, as the Manicheans pretend, but by God. Hence we can use it for
God's service, according to Rm. 6:13: "Present. . . your members as
instruments ofjustice unto God." Consequently, ou1 of the love ofcharity
with which we love God, we ought to love our bodies also. but we ought
not to love the evil effects of sin ar.rd tl.re conuption of punishment; we
ought rather, by the desire ofcharity, to long for the removal of such
things. . . . Although our bodies are unable to enjoy God by knowing and
loving Him. yet by the works which we do through the body, we are able
to attain to the perfect knowledge ofGod. Hence from the enjoynent in
the soul there overflows a cefiain happiness into the body, viz.. "the flush
of health and incorruption," as Augustine states (4p. ad Dioscor. cxviii).
Hence, since the body has. in a fashion, a share ofhappiness, it can be
loved with the love of charity. (Aquinas, SZ, Il I Q.25,4.5)
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This psychological aspect to lotality and mutilation is not a totally unexplored

aspect ofcatholic rnorality. Indeed. Pius XII states that not only physical goods,

but also cerlain psychological goods, can justifr mutilation. (Gallagher,227)

Cosmetic surgery, that is, surgery performed for the purposes of correcting

physical deformity or for the enhancement ofphysical attributes (that is not a

th-reat to health) is as Janet Smith writes: "customarily justified as being lor the

sake of the psychological well-being ofthe whole person" (Smith, 1991, I85).

Even beyond cosmetic surgery, mutilation has several differing levels - the

conlmon denominator being the altering of natural functions. J.J. Lynch points

out that: "The use ofanesthetics, narcotics, hypnosis. etc., which deprive one

temporarily ofthe use ofreason, also entails mutilation," (Lynch, I967, 146) but

goes on to say that, when perlormed under nonnative circumstances, are:

"altogether licit when medically indicated for the patient's beneht" (Lynch, 146).

The purposeful use ofnarcotics would then be a mutilation ofreason. a human

facultyjust as precious as one's limbs or organs.

As we shall see, this danger of the mutilation of human reason may be one

ofthe key issues in any underslanding between our examination of Roman

Catholic medical ethics and a Transhumanist philosophy. Yet ar.rother form of

licit mutilation can be seen in blood transfusions and donations, since such actior.rs

do not, as J.J. Lynch explains: "diminish one's bodily integrity to any

considerable degree and because the 'borrowed' elements soon replace

themselves. It would seem preferable, however, to classif, these procedures as

minor rnutilations" (Lynch, 146).
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One of the problems in examining totality presents itself when we over-

analyze individual cases based on individual body parts or elements that the

human body produces/uses. ltisfairto say that on the rnost basic of levels each

of us is not now was we used to be only a few moments ago. The body is always

in a state of change and since every cell is replaced at least once every seven years

(excluding neural tissues) to strictly argue against any "change" to the body

would be a moot point. However, the consensus on totality and mutilation must

consider the intent behind the act and any overall health to be gained. Kelly in his

lengthy commentary on the emergence of medical ethics points out that in:

The case of mutilation presents an extremely complex set ofissues.
Distinction were made between non-sterilizing n.rutilations (amputations
of limbs, lobotomies, appendectomies, etc.) and sterilizing mutilations
(hysterectomies. vasectomies, etc.) Furlher complications arose when the
purpose of the mutilation was for organ transplantation to another person
or for medical experimentation. . . [For non-sterilizing mutilations] Most
authors ultimately accepted the facl that all mutilations were 'direct, in the
physical sense. They were justified according to the principle oftotality.
which holds that a pafi of a physical body may be mutilated if it is
necessary for the physical health of the whole individual physical
organism. (Kelly. 1985, 267)

Even beyond the contribution to medical ethics, St. Thomas's base on mutilation

and totality was appealed to in Canon Lawl6 as we can see in the "Rules for

Inegularity." ln this particular case dealing with priestly liearliness and the

impediment ofreceiving holy orders. as we can read:

16 Canon law is the body of larvs and legulations made by or adopted by ecclesiastical authoriry.
for the govemirent of the Christian organìzation and ils members. the word, ctdopted is here used
to poiDt out the fact that there are cedain elements in canon law bonowed by the Church äom
civil law or'1Ìom the writings ofprìvate individuals, rvho as such had no authority in ecclesiastical
society. Canon is derived fi om the Greek kanon. i.e. a rule or practical direction (not to speak of
the other meanings ofthe word, such as list or catalogue), a tenn rvhich soon acquired an
exclusively ecclesiastical signification. (New Advent. 2003a, fl )
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Mutilation, in the canonical sense, is the separation from the body ofone
of its principal members or of some part ofthe body having a distinct
office, as a hand or a foot or an eye. He, therefore, who cuts off a finger is
not a mutilator. unless it be the index finger or thumb, which, for a priest,
are accounted principal members. Those who mutilate themselves or
procure mutilation without just cause incur iregularity. (\lew Advent,
2003c, fl6)

Of course with regard to the broad scope of the Summa Theologl¿?¿ the statement

or.r irregularity immediately refers to the impediments of receiving Holy Orders,

yet tlre crux of the statement is in my opinion. "without just cause." This ìs to say

that in an application of rnutilating functioning memory or sensory organs would

violate the spirit ofthe statemeÌf. Body and soul in unity has always been an

imporlant element in moral theology and within the analysis of totality and

mutilation, we can see a cornplementary principle that refers most often to the

hierarchical natural life functions in respect to bodily integrity. The ,,principle of

integrity" focuses on the functions ofthe conscience and reason and unites with

totality to bring a discussion ofbody ethics to a series oflevels. No one level,

higher functions or lower bodily functions, may ever dilectly be violated without

causing incongruity between the principles, the wholeness ofthe person and 1he

teachings of the rnagisterium. We can read in ''Ethics & Medics - A Catholic

Perspective on Moral lssues in the Health and Life Sciences:"

Usually the principle oftotality is seen as being directed toward the
preservation ofthe physical whole of the human body while the principle
of integrity refers to the respecting ofthe hierarchicai ordering oithe 

'
members of the body with "the values of intellect, will. conscience, and
fratemity (being) preeminenT" lGaudiunt et spes,ûo.611. As pope pius
XII pointed out in his address to the Congress ofPsychotherapy and
Clinical Psychology on April 1 5, 1 953. "Man is an ordered unity, one
whole. a microcosm, after the fashion of a State u'ìrose charter,
determination by the end of the whole, subordinated to this end the
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Iqq5 )ì

Furlher, St. Thomas adds to the understanding ofthe body and unity as whole in

his discussions on the soul or intellect being united with the body. We can see

this for example in Q. 75, 4.6, Response to Objection 3.

Ilhether the intellectual soul is properly united to such a body?

Objection 3. FuÉher, since the form is the principle ofthe species, one
form cannot produce a variety ofspecies. But the intellectual soul is one
fomr. Therefore, it should not be united to a body which is cornposed of
parls belonging to various species. . . .Reply to Objection 3. The parts of
an animal, for instance, the eye, hand, flesh, and bones, and so for1h, do
not make the species; but the whole does, and therefore, properly
speaking, we cannot say that these are ofdifferent species, but that they
are ofvarious dispositions. This is suitable to the intellectual soul, which,
although it be one in its essence, yet on account of its perfection. is
manifold in power: and therefore, for its various operations it requires
various dispositions in the parts ofthe body to which it is united.
(Aquinas. SZ, ll ll Q.75 4.6)

To be cerlain the concepts of"body," "soul," and "species" as k¡own to St.

Thomas are surely not identical with modern scientific affirmations but in our

examining of the approaches towards body augmentation technologies they are

beneficial both as historic basis and varying opinion. The ideas on "body," "soul,"

and "species" also lead us to further discussions on "happiness" and inasmuch as

it is the ultimate end gÕal ofboth philosophies. all are greatly significant. The

goal ofTranshumanist philosophy seeks happiness in the augrnented individual.

though the body and senses, for the augmented hurnan is seen as the ultimate

evolution ofthe animal kingdom and the ultimate good. These goals are the

driving force behind research into augmentation and yet St. Thomas once again
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anticipates such goals towards happiness (though certainly not in the context of

cybernetic nranipulations as a route) tn The Human Good. We can read:

Chapler 32: Happiness does not consist in bodily good.

Similar consideration will show that man's highest good does not lie in
goods ofthe body, such as health, beauty and strength. for these too are
common to the good and evil, are unstable and are not subject to will.
Moreover, the soul is better than the body, which only lives and has the
aforementioned goods though the soul. Therefore since the good ofthe
soul, such as understand and the like. is better than the good ofbody. the
good ofbody cannot be man's highest good. Again, these goods are
common to man and other animals, but felicity is man's proper good.
Therefore man's felicity cannot lie in sucl.r goods. Moreover, many
animals excel men with respect to goods of the body, for some are swifter
than man, some more robust, and so on with others. Therefore, if man's
highest good were to lie in these, man would not be the best of anìmals.
which is clearly false. (Aquinas, SZ, II I, Q.2, 4.5)

Here St. Thomas warns against planting one's happiness in such things as the

body's "health, beauty and strengtlr," giving reasons of instability. commonality

and the fact that they are outside of will. Also we see that function is addressed in

terms ofa person's linitations via "swiftness" and being "robust," speed and

strenglh in terms of human capacity. lt is interesting to see that St, Thornas has

addressed some ofthe very yearnings of'franshurnanism - their appeal to

increase human "goods ofthe body" and to inclease the measure ofhuman speed

and strength. We see this again iri the comments on human senses:

Chapter 33; Humon happiness does not lie in the senses.

For much the same reasons it is apparent that man's highest good cannot
lie in goods of the sensitive part, for these goods too are cotnmon to man
and other animals. Again. intellect is better than sense; therefore the good
of intellect is better than the good ofsense. Man's highest good. therefore,
canrot lie in sense. Again. the keenest sense pleasure lies in food and sex,
in which the highest good would have to lie, if it were in sense. However.
it goes not lie in these, and therefore man's hìghest good is not in sense.
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Moreover, the senses are loved for their usefulness and for the sake of
knowledge. But the whole usefulness of sense is with respect to goods of
body. But sense knowledge is ordered to intellectual, hence animals
lacking intellect delight in sensing only with reference to its usefulness
with respect to body, insofar as good and sex are consequent upon sense
knowledge. Therefore, man's highest good, which is happiness, does not
lie in the sensitive part. (Aquinas,.9f, II I, Q.2. 4.6)

Because knowledge and intellect are higher than sense, the purpose of which is to

aid tlie intellect and hence knowledge, it is in error to think that happiness lies in

senses themselves. This point leads to the question ofthe expansion and

extension of human senses and intellect, as we shall see in our examination of

sensory and mental augmentations. Even the Transhumanist goal of augmented

bodies towards an aim ofperfect human health is addressed by Aquinas in I ll,

Question 2, Article 5:

llhether man's happiness consists in any hodily good?

Objection 1. It would seem that man's happiness consists in bodily goods.
For it is written (Sìrach 30:16): "There is no riches above the riches of the
health ofthe body." But happiness consists in that which is best. Therefore
it consists in the health of the body.

Objection 2. Furtlrer, Dionysius says (Div. Nom. v), that "to be" is better
than "to live," and "1o live" is better than all that follows. But for man's
being and living, the health ofthe body is necessary. Since, therefore,
happiness is man's supreme good, it seems that health ofthe body belongs
more than anything else to happiness. . . .

On 1he cor.rtrary, Man surpasses all other animals in legald to happiness.
But in bodily goods he is surpassed by many animals; for instance, by the
elephant in longevity, by the lion in strength, by the stag in fleetness.
Therefore rnan's happiness does not consist in goods ofthe body.

I answer that, It is impossible for man's happiness to consist in the goods
ofthe body; and this for two reasons. First, because, ifa thing be ordained
to another as to its end, its last end can¡ot consist in the preservation of its
being. Hence a captain does not intend as a last end. the preservation of
the ship entrusted to him, since a ship is ordained to something else as its
end, viz. to navigation. Now just as the ship is entrusted to the captain that
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he may steer its course. so man is given over to his will and reason;
according to Sirach 1 5: l4: "God made man from the beginning and left
him in the hand of his own counsel." Now it is evìdent that man is
ordained to something as his end: since man ìs not the supreme good.
Therefore the last end of man's reason and will can¡ot be the preservation
of man's being.

Secondly, because, granted that the end of man's will and reason be the
preservation of man's being, it could not be said that the end olman is
some good of the body. For man's being consists in soul and body; and
though the being of tlie body depends on the soul, yet the being of the
human soul depends not on the body, as shown above (1, 75, 2); and the
very body is for the soul, as matter for its form, and the instruments for the
man that puts them into motion, that by their means he may do his work.
Wherefore all goods ofthe body are ordained to the goods ofthe soul, as
to their end. Consequently happiness. which is man's last end, cannot
consist in goods of the body. (Aquinas. SZ, I II, Q.2 4.5)

Even beyond this, Aquinas tells us in his Question 4: Wot is needed.for

Ilctppiness, in The Ultimate End, A¡icle 5: Is the body required.for man's

happiness?

It should be said that happiness is the soul's perfection ofsoul on the parl

of intellect thanks to which soul transcends bodily organs. not insofar as it

is the form ofa natural body. Thereflore. the perfection of its nature

remains insofar as happiness is due it, although not insofar as it is the fonn

of body. (Aquinas, Sir, II I, Q.4, 4.6)

It would appear then that in Thotrism, the Transhumanist view not only fails to

see stewardship as a possibility ofthe human condition but it also holds to a)

foundation goals that are body-centered in a limited perspective and b) St.

Thonas's view show's the body as more than the sum of its parts while at the

same time giving it a place in the cosmic order. Is this view still maintained by

the present-day Roman Catholic church? Al examination ofrecent rulings on
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organ transplantation and body-ethics by Pope John Paul II would lead one to

presume so. In 1991 at the First International Congress for the Society for Organ

Sharing Pope John Paul Ii wrote: "In effecl the human body is always a personal

body, the body ofa person. The body cannot be treated as merely physical or

biological entity, nor can its organs and tissues ever be used as items for sale or

exchange... [Without] such a perspective, grafting oftissue would correspond to

the dispossession or plundering ofa body" (John Paul II, 1991, fla). This

"plundering" of the body would be inconsistent with a Thomistic set ofrules and

above all would ignole the fact that a body is more than the sum of its parts. This

is not to generalize the prohibitions that we have outlined as an arrest to scientific

research and technological advancement on the parl of the Church. As we see the

Church does hold to the responsible advancement of most technologies as

outlined in documents put out by the Poffihcal Academy for Lile and the

Pontifical Academy of Science.

Aparl from St. Tholnas. we find that there are those that would warn that a

philosophy seeking happiness in an augmented body risk the exact opposite:

The term 'cyberpsychosis' has emerged in science-fiction circles
(originating, perhaps, with the role-playing game CyberPunfr produced by
R. Talsorian Games, Inc.) to designate a slate of mental illness that results
from sacrificing too much of one's humanity in the course of cybemetic
modification. When the brain becomes embossed by computer chips, or
the body drastically redirected fi'om normal ch¡omosomal development.
the question of self-identity takes on new' existential urgency. The
cybernetically infiltrated person can no longer cling to even the simple
protective assertion, "l am human." The sense ofdependency on the
machine, already the origin of much anxiety in today's world, as Alvin
Toffler and W. H. Auden exhort in their separate writings, can hardly
cease from magnification when the machine literally penetrates the body
and mind (Toffler 1970; Auden 1948). We should not. then, lightly
dismiss the possibility that the crisis of identity rendered more likely by
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the cyborg lifestyle might lead some hybridized persons to experience
crippling neurosis o¡ even madness. The danger is exacerbated because a
human being is a complex system, much like an ecosystem or a nation in
possessing many layers that interact holistically. Tinkering with such
multifaceted systems can have unexpected side effects. (Criltenden. 2002,
tl?ì

The dilemmas ofthe "self'clash with seeking happiness when one pauses to

considerjust how much of myself canl change and sfrll be mysetf. We see such

pondering by Harmon L. Smith in discussions on multiple organ transplants and I

foresee the predicament extending itself from transplanted biological organs to

transplanted ar1ifi cial organs.

I've sometimes wondered how much of my body I could be without before
ceasing to be myself: an atrrl or leg, or eyes or larynx, or perhaps a kidney,
or half my stomach, or something else . . . I have sometimes wondererl
how many organs from other persons could be transplanted into rny body
before I would no longer be myself. Where, indeed. does one draw the
Iine? (Smitli, 1970, 1 13)

3.2 Mutilation, Stewardship & Totality in Reproductive Issues.

Although we can find much discussion of all totality principles, two of the

most impofiant documents with regards to totality and mutilation today (apart

from, yet built upon St. Thomas's original text) are Pius XI's encyclical Castl

Connubii (On Chastity in tr[arriage,1930) and PaulYI's Humane Vitae (On the

Regtrlatictn of Birrh, 1968).

Pius XI continued to advocate Thomistic principles that Aquinas had set

down:

Furthennore, Ch¡istian doctrine establishes, and the light ofhuman reason
rnakes it most clear, thal private individuals have no other pou'er over the
members oftheir bodies than that which petains to their natural ends; and
they are not free to destroy or mutilate their members, or in any other way
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provision can be made for the good ofthe whole body. (Pius XI, 1930,

1,11)

Casti Connuhii and Humane Vitae deal primarily with questions conceming

human ferlility, sexual relations and marriage, but since the body itselfis

addressed, both are extremely importanl in any consideration ofpossible new

vìews ofthe human body. Examining such reproductive issues gives us an

insight as to how the Church approaches new technologies that affect the body.

The cases show us that aspects ofboth an individual's rights, a state's laws,

experimentation and risk are all considered in any judgments on technologies that

can affect human organs, relationships and society as a whole. The power over the

members of one's body is limited, yet even the power of the whole body is lirnited

in that the stewardshìp of the individual is bounded. This stewardship of the body

and its link to the principles oftotality and mutilation is carried forward in the

statemerts and encyclicals ofother popes, from Pius XII to today. We see

stewardship directly addressed by St. Thomas in the Reply to Object 2 in

Question 65 whele the added component of"direction" is given. In St. Thomas's

reading the ultimate direction is not something that can be found in man or indeed

in the many ideas he explains in his writings o¡ The Ultimate E¡zd. As we have

previously seen, the very dehnition of mutilation is connected to stewardship or.

dominion' over the body. I outline tluee differing statements on this point, and

while all are slightly different, the crux goes to the heart of stewardship and the

issues ofthe body that u'ill naturally stem from such issues. Margaret Monahan

Hogan explains:
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In exercising stewardship, the person is permitted the use of the faculties
and powers of the body and soul in accord with the immanent finality of
the faculties or powers in the service ofthe whole. The person may not
destroy the faculties or powers unless their destruction is required for the
good of continued existence or that of mending or avoiding serious injury.
(Hogan, 1993,25)

Gallagher outlines this stewardship with reference to Luis Molina:

Man is not the master of his own life and members as he is the maste¡ of
money and of other external goods which pertain to him and which he
possesses. The Lord indeed conceded to men dominion over external
goods .. . but dominion over life and members, the Author of Nature who
created them, reserves to Himself. (GaIlagher,224)

Berl Joseph Cunningham. in The Morality of Organic Transplant(ttion expresses

his analysis of the theological principle of God's domir.rion over the human body

by,

Mutilation is forbidden by the formal, negative element of the Fifth
Commandmerf . Now the Fifth Precept forbids man to take his own life as
well as the life of another because man does not have absolute dominion
over his own body, nor over the body ofhis neighbour... Tlieologians in
genelal will constantly appear to the basic principle of man,s relative
dominion over his own body. a dominion which render him only the
guardian ofhis body and of its welfare, and which prevents him from
taking away life, since life came form God alone. (Kelly, 1979.335)

We have looked at cases in which the principle of totality was interpr.eted to

extend beyond the singular body and even beyond the physical. When Humane

Vitae's proclamation against contraception was released, totality was once again

examined. Totality was held by both sides in the contraception debate as

justilìcaLion. both pro and con.

We can read in Huntane l¡itqe a Generation Later:
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Many contend that if a marriage in a general way is open to children, this
need not be true ofeach marital act. They argue that sexual intercourse is
directed toward the totality of the marriage. . . it is argued that as long as

the 'totality' ofthe sexual acts ofa maniage are ordered to procreation, it
is not necessary for each act to be so ordered. Or. in other words, it is
argued that it is all right to sacrifice the good ofthe par1.. . for the sake of
the whole marriage. (Smith, 90)

Yet I find thaf. Humanae tr{¡a¿ addresses this precise thinking and labels it

effoneousJ as we can read:

To justifu conjugal acts made intentionally infecund, one caru1ot invoke as
valid reasons tlre lesser evil, or the fact that such acls would constitute a
whole together with the fecund åcts already performed or to follow later,
and hence would share in one and the same moral goodness. In truth, if it
is sometimes licit to tolerate a lesser evil in order to avoid a greater evil or
to promote a greater good, [17] it is not licit, even for the gr.avest reasons,
to do evil so that good rnay follow there from; [18] that is, to make into
the object ofa positive act ofthe will something which is intrinsically
dìsorder. and hence unwodhy of the human person, even when the
intention is to safeguard or promote individual, family or social well-
being. Consequently it is an enor to think that a conjugal act which is
deliberately made ìnfecund and so is intrinsically dishonest could be made
honest and rìght by the ensemble of a fecund conjugal life. (Paul VI, 1 968,

lT14)

Ralph Mclnery continues this traditional interpretation of totality in "Humanae

Vitae and the Principle of Totality:" "The conceptual question lacing the

proponents of the principle of totality, then, seems unanswerable. How can a

plurality of acts have a moral character denied to each of them taken singly? To

speak ofsingle acts as episodes suggests that they can have no moral value as

such" (Mclnery. 1993, 340).

Direct sterilization (hysterectomy, ovariolomy, vasectomy, anovulants,

etc.), the purpose of which is to prevent the possibility ofconception without

reason for health of the body also figures prominently in both encyclicals and the
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papal addresses. Such sterilization is considered a grave mutilation since not only

does it violate the wholeness of the body, but also mutilates the functions ofthe

procreative organs which hold a special signifìcance in their ability to bring neu'

life into the world. To this end, the reproductive organs hold a kind of double-

responsibility: towards that of the current body and to the possibility of a new life

and a new independent body. Margaret Monahan Hogan explains direct

sterilization as outlined by Pius XII: "The designation 'di¡ect' was applied to

sterilization if the procedure intends either as an end in itself or as a means to

make childbearing impossible" (Hogan, 29). Pius XII said: "Direcr srerilization

that is, the sterilization which aims, either as a means or as an end in itself, to

render child-bearing impossible - is a grave violation ofthe moral law, and

therefore unlawful" (Hogan, 29). A second determination comes into the

sterìlization equation when we consider the valious other means that can achieve

the same end: abstinence or chaste actions - attributes which put reason and will

ahead ofthe body. Yet a further historical link with such thinking can be seen in

the argument of whethe¡ or not mutilation is licit for purposes of castration with

the desired effect of lowering the sex drive. Again. such an action would be

disallowed with the underlying justification upholding will and reason over other

methods, as Aquinas explains, "Chaste actions may always be achieved without

mutilation, however. because such actions are subject to the will" (Aquinas, SZ, II

rr Q. 65 A. 1).

This brings into the view the question of risk. When detennining the

degree ofrisk that a person might urdergo, one nlust also keep in mind the
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of totality cannot be invoked in the case of non-therapeutic experimentation

because one person is not related to another person or to society simply as pan of

the whole. Each individual person is an end in herself or himself and cannot be

sacrifìced for another, although all share in one common good. This is the basic

reason why the public authority has no right to sacrifice individuals for the

interest of the state or for scientific progress. Experiments carried out for the

good of the state or for scientific pÌogress rnay provide new knowledge or

medical techniques and thus seem beneficial, but they do so at the expense of

human lights and human dignity and therefore are immoral. (Ashley & O'Rour.ke,

347)

3.3 Totality, Mutilation & Stervardship in regards to body augmentation,
xenotransplantation and artificial limbs/organs

ln looking towards the future application ofthe principle oftotality and

the principle of mutilation it is imporlant that we distinguish between the kind of

body augmentation technology to wirich we are referring. While there are several

differing types oforgan or limb transplantation. they fall into th¡ee main types:

xenotransplantation, allotransplarfation, and artificial transplantation or grafting.

Xenotransplantation refers to the tÌansplantation oforgans between

different species (to date it has excluded inter-species limb transplantation).

Transplantation witliin the human species (allotransplantation) has established an

acceptable clinical role. especially involving organs such as the kidney, heaf,

liver and bone man:ow. In fact, its success has led to demand far outstripping
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supply; primarily due to shortage of available human donor organs.

Allotransplantation can include re-attachment of lost limbs: primarity digits,

hands or the lesser body-parts. The justification for the mutilation involved in

allotransplantation is the benefit to the recipient - in proporlion to the loss ofthe

donor.

The third category is different fi.om the previous two because of its

arlificial nature. These body augmentation devices contain no biological

cotrponent. They are purely synthetic and may (or may not) exceed nomal

functioning ofa comparable natural element. Further. the question ofartificial

prosthetics and organs in body augmentation can be broken down according to

circuntstances:

a) Artificial transplantation used to take the place ofa lost/dying limb/organ.
b) Artifìcial transplantation used to replace an existing healthy limb/organ.
c) Artifi cial transplantatiÕn used in medical experimentation/research.

Case a) would appear to be the least conlroversial with regards to the

principles we have outlined. Indeed, for hundr.eds (ifnot thousands) ofyears

arlifìcial devices have been used to replace or lepair human limbs and organs. The

use of such body augmentation is not unusual and where artificial or cadaver

organs will provide the same benefit there is obviously no proportionate reason

for the loss to the living donor. The uncefiainty arises when we look to the future

and the advances in technology that allow for superior function, above the

normative biological standards, ofsuch artificial additions. An artificial arm

which functions at the same basic level as the original holds no great challenge to

traditional moral foundations of natural law, totality and mutilation. Aquinas's
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Reply to Objection 1 in Question 65 explains tha!. maiming per s¿ is not

prohibited, but like so many ofhis declarations one should not halt at one reply;

there is no free-license to mutilating surgeries or punishments in this single reply.

The basic concept regarding such a limb-replacement surgery falls within the

guidelines St. Thomas set out and today is a standard procedure. We can read:

"Now every part is directed to the whole, as imperfect to perfect, wherefore every

parl is naturally for the sake ofthe whole. For this reason we observe that if the

health ofthe whole body demands the excision ofa member, through its being

decayed or infectious to the other members, it will be both praiseworthy and

advanlageous to have it cut away" (Aquinas, Sl, II II Q.64,4.2). Yet, if we look

beyond today's surgeries we may find some unanswered questions. An artificial

arm that provides for the tensile strength two times as much as the original may

even be labeled as relatively standard, yet what of ten times? One hundred times?

Ole thousand times?

Of all the situations, Case b) appears to have the most opposition in

regards to totality and mutilation. As we have seen, Aquinas states quite clearly

that: ". . . so long as a member is healthy and retains its natural disposition, it

carulot be cut off without detriment to the whole human being" (Aquinas. SZ, Il

II, Q.61 4.5). Indeed. there ale multiple reasons, covered by medical and ethical

precedent that would hold such a situation to be out ofthe question: unnecessary

risk. no immediate tlueat to one's health from the existing limb/organ. reliability

ofthe replacement. risks oflejection, etc. Case b) falls into the category ofdirect

mutilation, quite opposite from a case ofindirect mutilation which as Fr.
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Ludovico Bender defines, "IIndirect mutilation] is ofitselfan indifferent act

which, because of circumstances, produces nutilation; it is lanûrl if the act is

prÕportionate to the damage ensuing, orjustihed by circumstances" (Bender,

805). Upon initial examination ofcase b) we have no situation that serves the

good of the whole body, as Gallagher outlines: "Since a member is meant to serve

the whole body, it should be dealt with as to serve the body. lf it serwes the body

best by being cut off, then it is licit ro cut ir off'(Gallagher, 219). yet it is

precisely this view (extrapolated) that such groups as the Transhumanists use to

justiô/ their desire for use of the artificial over the biological.

Here the principle of totality and mutilation can be seen as aimed more

towards the modern interpretation, as we have previously outlined, wherein the

removal ofan organ or limb is aiming at a higher value and seeking a higher

benefit beyond the physical good of the whole and seeking happiness of the

individual.

Let us return tÕ our examination of applications oftotality and mutilation

in the modem world with our last Point - c). This scenario would also seem to

come into conflict with the general outlines that both principles put forward. As

we can read in "The Moral Limits of Medical Research and Treatment" by Pius

XII: "knowledge as such and the full understanding ofany truth raise no moral

object. By virtue ofthis principle, research and the acquisition of truth for

aniving at new, wider and deeper knowledge arrd understanding ofthe same truth

are in themselves in accordance with the moral order" (Pius XII, 1952.,1i7). But,

"Sometimes it happens that a method cannot be used without injuring the rights of
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others or without violating some moral rule of absolute value', (pius XII, 1952,

fl8). As Dr. Carlo Rizzo defines in the Dictionary of Moral Theolog,t,..Grafting

and transplantation are not permissible ifpracticed on human beings out of mere

experimentation and without immedjate therapeutic purpose, especially when

very important organs are involved" (Rizzo, 1962,553). It is important to note

that Dr. Rizzo is speaking ofgrafts which have been previously defined in four

basic groups (very much along the same levels oforgan transplantation):

autoplastic, homoplastic, alleloplastic, and heteroplastic. (Rizzo, 552) Without

over-extrapolating, these categories merely refer to the removal of a more or less

large porlion oftissue or ofan organ frorn one part ofthe body to another,

dependant upon whether the donor is the same individuat. the same race. same

species or differing species. (Rizzo, 553)

Again we see that a new addition must be made to the general list of

grafting options - synrhplastic: a non-biological, aúificial graft. Whereas, ..Grafts

(or transplantations) are always allowed with elements removed from a corpse if

they can help a sick person," (Rizzo, 1962, 300) this new form is yet untested,

unexplored, and yet appears to be within the limits ofpius,s statement and the

traditional use ofartificial or cadaver materials to spare living donors. One may

see a possible paradox in the process of development: if experimentation with

artificial grafting is considered impermissible without immediate therapeutic

beneht (considering biological tissues can provide the solution). how could

synthplastic agents be developed to spare living donors and cadavers?

Unfortunately, although St. Thomas has much mate¡ial on knowledge, its direct
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application to this parlicular scenario does not appear to be readily accessible.

Chapter Four: Sensory and mental augmentations, nanotechnology

Transhumanist attempts to give reason for and application of human

memory/intellect augmentation without declaring an acceptance or rejection ofa

creator that has imbued humanity with reason. We can read:

Since some grand architect has not fixed our intelligence, we may also ask
where it might evolve. Of course, if we are concerned exclusively with the
course that natural selection might take we are engaged in some serious
long-range forecasting. Natural evolution typically takes tens of
thousands, ifnot hundreds ofthousands ofyears. However, there are
other means that will allow us fo alfer Homo sapiens in ways in which it
would take natural selectior.r hundreds ofthousands ifnot millions ofvears
to duplicate. (Walker, 2002, fl5)

Tl.rree general methods are examined: 1) genetic manipulation of existing brain

cells to further growth, 2) an eerie suggeslion ofnew techr.riques for eugenic

programs to breed greater intelligence into subsequent generatiorrsl7 and 3) the

use ofcomputer technology such as memory slorage and calculation speed to

provide a boost to human intellect. The first two methods have been examined

I? As given by the Catholic Encyclopedia: Eugenics literally means,,good breeding.,, Ir js defined
as the study ofagencies under social control that may improve or impair the racial qualities of
future generations either physically or mentally. Both the word and rhe definition were fixed by
Sir Francis Galton, rhe founder ofthe movement. The science has two chiefdivisions, namely,
heredity and environment. Galton believed that heredity was by far the more important. He
derived his main idea liom the breeding ofthe race-horse. Just as rve can breed horses for poìnts,
so also, it is contended, can we breed men for points. The eugenics moveinent, however, consists
ofmore than study. It includes public action in the way oflegisìation, administration, and the
influencing olhumar corduct. (New Advent,2003b, ïl)
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and rejected by theologians but it is the third method that has yet to formally be

addressed. The Catholic \l/orld Net¡s reported Feb. 24, 1998:

Pope John Paul II today denounced the spread ofa trend toward "new
selective eugenics." and the tendency to use plenatal diagnosis as a tool
for identifl,ing and then eliminating handicapped children. He called for
measures which could offer legal protect for every human life. The
Pope's remarks were delivered at the general assembly of the Pontifical
Academy for Life, which is meeting at the Vatican this week to discuss the
implications of the Human Genome Project. (Catholic World News, 1998,

f1)

This third method is parlicularly advocated by Extropian philosophy the

Extropian philosophy is a Transhumanist philosophy based upon the Extropian

Principles. The Extropian Principles define a specihc version or "brand" of

Transhumanist thinking. Like hurnanists. Transhumanists favor reason, progress,

and values centered on our well being rather than on aÍr external religious

authorify. Transhumanists take humanism furlher by challenging human Iimits by

means of science and technology combined with critical and creative thinking.

Extropians challenge the inevitability ofaging and death. and we seek continuing

enhancements to our intellectual abilities, our physical capacities, and our

emotional development. We see humanity as a transitory stage in the evolutionary

developn-rent of intelligence. We advocate using science to accelerate our move

from human to a Transhuman or Posthumanls condition. As physicist Freeman

Dyson has said: "Humanity looks to me like a magnificent begìnning but not the

rB Kathe¡ine Hayles gives assurnption behind the definition of"posthuman" with the following:
the posthuman view privileges infonnation pattern over material form, so having a biological form
is seen as an accident of history rather than an inevitabiìity of life; posthuman yiew considers
consciousness a mere product ofbiology; the posthuìnan view thinks ofthe body as the original
prosthesis we all learn to manipulate, so that extending or replacing the body \a'ith other prostheses
becomes a continuation ofa process before we were born: the posthuman vìerv configures the
human being so that it can become ìrterchangeable with intelligent machinery. (Hayles, 1999,2)



final word" (Moore. 2003, fll). What does this mean in terms of plausible

applications to the human body? We find that work is ongoing in the fields of

nanotechnology and cybernetics in order to incorporate the flesh and silicon more

efficiently:

Electronic organs! as they become ever smaller and more
intiÌ.rately connected to you. will lose their traditional hard plastic
carapaces. They will become more like items of clothingsoft
wearables thal conform to the contours ofyour body; you will have
them fitted like shoes, gloves, contact lenses, or hearing aids.
Circuits may be woven into cloth. Microdevices may even be
implanted surgically; electronic pacemakers and cochlear implants
are now coûtmonplace, neuromuscular simulation systems seem a
promising way 10 repair spinal cord damage. there is intensive
research into the possibility of irnplanted silicon retinas for the
blind, and it is certainly not hard to imagine electronic ear studs,
nose rings, or tattoos. Sonre chips are tiny enough to be injectable
and have already been used for tagging and lracking wildlife and
identifuing pets. Once you break the bounds ofyour bag ofskin in
this way. you will also begin to blend into the architecture. ln other
words, some ofyour electronic organs may be built into your
sunoundings. (Mitchell, 1 997, 14)

Foreseeing the development in cybernetic organisms, G.e. Maguire. .Ir.

and Ellen M. McGee report on some of the latest developments in human-

machine hybrids and call for more study into an area oftechnology that has the

ability to change not only the physical form of the person, but the mind as well.

Ellen McGee teaches ethics and medical ethics at Long Island University and is

the director of The Long Island Center for Ethics. G.e. McGuire. Jr. teaches

computer communications at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.

Sweden and has been working on mobile computing and communication for more

than ten years. Noting that the rapid miniaturizations ofelectronics aÌrd
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precedents in body enhancements have been developing as far back as the 1960s

Maguire and McGee begin their observations with the "Quite Revolution"re in

biotechnologies. With over three million people living with artificial implants

worldwide, ranging from simple cosmetic prostheses to medical biochemical

pr-rmps which can replace or augment parts of the neffous systen. the linking of

human and artificial is no longer science fiction or a rarity. Maguire and McGee

note:

If this trend is taken to its lirnit, computer chips and other electronic
equipment implanted with human bodies might replace. augment, and
enhance those most human of faculties, our memory and our ability to
reason. We could see the coming to be of science fiction's cyborg, a
person who has an intimate. perhaps necessary relationship with a
machine. (McGuire & McGee. 1999.7)

Following the steps already taken in cyborg development Maguire and McGee

trace bioelectronic development, particularly those that facilitate interfaces

between neural tissues and micro probes. They note: "The first steps have already

been taken in research on the cochlear irnplant and on retinal vision. Cochlear

implants enable totality deafpeople to hear sound by directly stimulating the

auditory nerve" (McGuire & McGee, 8). This type of implant is an example of a

typical pattern - direct stimulation, overriding a damaged or missing nerve

function with mechanical aid. Maguire and McGee continue noting that this

process has beeri applied to vision as well: "Work on prosthetic vision was begun

in the 1960s, when Giles Brindley attached eighty electrodes to miniature radio

t'The "quite Revolutìon" refers to the rapid acceptance ofbiotechnologies in conjunction with
the boom in miniaturization and computer processing speeds by many ofthe largest and most
influential segments ofsociety such as business and govemment institutioÌìs. Rarely were
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receivers and implanted them into a sightless volunteer's brain. hoping to

remotely stimulate the visual corlex" (McGuire & McGee, 8). Work on the

process continued in varying forms and today visual cortex implants allow the

user to recognize phosphene letters as well as pattems of light as darkness. Yet

the technological interfaces do not stop at sensory augmentation applied neural

control to aid in contractin g paralyzed muscles and in bladder control has also

been implemented. As well, Maguire and McGee note a particularly unique

development of human-machine hybrids, the wearable (developing into

implantable) computer. Wearable devices allow the user to move about and

interact fi'eely with the environr¡erf while remaining in perpetual contact with

either the Iúernet or others in their wearable-computing-network. Two examples

of this are outlined for us:

Thad Stamer, a Ph.D. candidate in Media Atts and Sciences at
Massachusetts Institute ofTeclinology, dresses in a wearable computer
and lives comected to the Intemet using a miniature computer teminal at
all times. His device is the fìrst stage of what he calls '1he BodyNet. a
computer network wired through human bodies.' And Steve Mann, a
professor of electrical and computel engineering at the University of
Toronto has developed an Internet-connected computer that he has dubbed
'WearCam'. By combing wireless communication with information
systems, WearCam allows one to augment and enhance experiences and,
tluough networking, share them with others. (McGuire & McGee, 8).

Maguire and McGee appear to see such body networks as the first step

towards the development of a new kind of rnind - a collective rnind. The

developn-rents can allow for the experiences ofthe same reality between two

individuals and bring about the ability to share information, skills. and

perceptions like never before. The benefils are quite impressive, Maguire and

"upgrades" to the latest and faster models oftechnology questioned and rarely were they
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McGee note: "(1) the spreading of organizational expertise among workers. (2)

providing fast access to procedural process, and schenatic information for

problem solving, (3) supporting process reengineering, (4) improving

organizational memory! etc" (McGuire & McGee, 8). Even beyond the sharing of

faculties, we can see a development of a collective consciousness - "the hive

mind." This type of consciousness they ascribe to the development of

implantable brain chips. intemalizing the wearable computing trends, and making

bioengineered bodies common place. Maguire and Mccee rightly point out the

logical trend in application of bioelectronics with stages of introduction dependarf

upon the user. The hrst and easiest adopters being those with disabilities who,

seek a more powerful prosthetic device, the next being a movement from therapy

1oo enhancement, with non-disabled individuals seeking devices to augment

faculties or senses. Maguire and McGee fufther speculate that military influences

will come into effect at this stage with interfaces coupled to positiolìing, vleapons.

etc. Finally the third group of individuals will be those seeking to expand

information transfer and capacity - workers, etc. all within roughly twenty to

thirty years. Such a time-line and ordering is not unreasonable, and in fact we

may have already succeeded in reaching the second stage in development.

We can see the looming question of social justice in the discussion of

body augmentation when considering the words of George Annals: "'devices

would not only permit us to locate all the implanted at any time, but could be

programmed in the future to monitor the sound around them and to play

subliminal messages direclly to theil brains.' Governments could control and

discouraged.
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monitor citizens" (McGuire & McGee, 1l). There are of course other possible

dangers that technologies such as brain implants could spur, arnong some ofthe

more mainslream: the urge to alter children to provide competitive abilities, the

social impact of implementing a technology that widens the divisiolis between

genders as well as rich and poor, the unforeseen consequences to the image ofself

(recall theoretical "cyberpsychosis"). In their discussion ofthe self, Maguire and

McGee do hypothesize on what effect supersensory perceptions may have on an

augmented individual. With supersensory sight, people could see infrared, radar,

ultraviolet images, etc. and the parallel coffinues with all senesces. Just how these

capacities could change our conception of 'hormal" human functioning has been

theorize: "these technologies will affect the nature ofpersonal identity and of the

traditional rnind-body problem. Modifying the brain and its powers could cl.range

our psychic states and alter the self-concept ofthe user. indeed our understanding

of what it means to be human" (McGuire & McGee, 1l).

Ofcourse. the moral debate includes the integrity ofthe body and

intrusions that teclnologies will have on the sanctity of the body. Maguire and

McGee write: "Many people accept invasion of the organic by the mechanical for

curative puÍposes but leel that using technology for enìancement is wrong. For

them, respect for humans requires the physical iritegrity of the body" (McGuire &

McGee, l0). This is of course a traditional religious viewpoint of many.

including most issues in Catholic molal theology and Maguire and McGee

explain, "on a religious sense improving on the design ofcreation insults the

Creator" (McGuire & McGee, 10).
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It is the speed ofthe advancements and the need for debate before the

processes reach a point ofno return that alarms those who seek to avoid a

repetition of history in which society does first and questions seconds. This is to

say that in a world where teclr-nological-body advancements are so rapid, they

often outstrip ethicists and theologians who appear to be always one-step behind

and a little out of breath. Beyond even the "hive-mind" we can see that

augmentation techlologies are able to stretch into each part ofthe person, organ

by organ, limb by limb and even into blood-cells themselves. Once a mature

molecular nanotechnology becomes available. could we replace blood with a

single, complex robot? This robot would duplicate all essential thermal and

biochemical transport functions ofthe blood, including circulation ofrespiratory

gases, glucose, hormones, cltokines, waste products, and all necessary cellular

components. We discover theoretical work on this part ofthe body in Zfte

Journal of Evolution and Technology (A World Transhumanist production):

The device would conlorm to the shape of existing blood vessels. ldeally,
it would replace natural blood so thoroughly that the rest of tlie body
would remain, at least physio-chemically, essentially unaffected, but
sustained in a caldioplegic state. It is, in effect. a mechanically engineered
redesign ofthe human circulatory system that atfempts to integrate itself
as an intimate personal appliance with minimal adaptation on the part of
the host human body. A lobotic device that replaces and extends the
human vascular system is properly called a ''vasculoid." a vasculallike
machine. But the vasculoid is more than just an afiificial vascular system.
Rather, it is a member of a class of space- or volume-filling nanomedical
augmentation devices whose function applies to the human vascular tree.
The device is extremely complex, having -500 trilliori independent
cooperating nanorobots. In simplest terms, the vasculoid ìs a watertight
coating of nanomachinery distributed across the luminal surface of the
entire human vascular tree. This nanomachinery uses a ciliary array to
transport impoÍaff nutrients and biological cells to the tissues.
containerized either in "tankers" (for molecules) or "boxcars" (for cells).
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The basic device weighs -2 kg and releases -30 watts of waste heat at a
basal activity level and a maximum of -200 watts of power at peak (e.g.,
Olympic sprint) activity level (Section 2.6). The power dissipation of tlie
human body ranges from *100 watts (basal) to -1600 watts (peak), so the
device presents no adverse thermogenic consequences to the user. The
appliance is powered by glucose and oxygen, as may be common in
medical nanorobotic systems. (Freitas & Phoenix, 2002,1,4)

If a discussion on Roman Catholic approaches towards body augmentation

becomes complicated when examining arlificial organs or sensory networks, the

implicalions ofchanging human blood into new substances would open a colossal

new set of problems under the headirlg of symbolism alone St. Thomas's

writings on substance, accidental properties, eucharist would no doubt have

fascinating comparative material alone on such a matter.

4.1 Implications on medical research and social justice

As shown, the questions which new arlificial limbs, organs and grafts raise

fall into a potpourri of moral theories. statements and regulations regarding

transplantations, necessity, dominion over one's body, the evoh,ing nature ofthe

body, natural Ia\¡/, totality and mutilation. Perhaps Pius XII gave one ofthe best

statements with regard to these issues:

We respect the principle oftotality in itselfbut, in order to be able to apply
to correctly, one must always explain certain premises frrst. The basic
premise is that ofclarifying lhe qttaestio facto, the question offact. Are
the objects to which the principle is applied in the relation of a whole to its
parts? A second premise is the clarification of the nature, extension and
limitation of this relationship. Is it on the level of essence or merely on
that ofaction, or on both? Does it apply to the part under a cerlain aspect
or in all its relations? And, in the freld where it applies, does it absorb the
part completely or still leave it a lirnited finality, a limited independence?
The answers to these questions can never be inlemed from the principle of
totality itself. That would be a vicious circle. They must be drawn from
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only this: where the relationship ofa whole to its pads holds good, and in
the exact measure it holds good, the part is subordinated to the whole and
the whole. in its own interest. can dispose ofthe part. (Pius XII. 1952a.
13)

Whal are some possible dangers in extending the principle oftotality and

mutilation to include the advancement ofparticular abilities through the use of

artificial organs, limbs, grafts and memory implants? Self-love; a disparity

between those who can afford the lalest lechnological organ upgrades and

advancements and those who camot; the possible development of abhorrence for

the biological in favor ofthe synthetic ol mechanical; the risk of increased

physical or mental abilities leading to a new class of society. The Doctor ofthe

Church wams us of hnding direction in narcissism and the senses, setting

foundations that remain at the core of medical guidelines used today. A

Transhumanist approach to St. Thomas's views and Pius XII's statement would

hold the last sentence to be the most consequential: "where the relationship ofa

whole to its parls holds good, and in the exact measure it holds good, the parl is

subordinated to the whole and the whole, in its own ifferest, can dispose ofthe

parl" (Pius XIl, 1952a, 13). A more traditional approach could see the very same

importance. The difference lay in the varying interpretations on "the good ofthe

whole." conlinual advancement and new standards ofthe human form for

Transhumanists, the integrity. responsibility and sacled nature of th.e body for

traditionalists. For St. Tholras, the answer may be simpler as the questions asked

today have been answered to his satisfaction centuries ago, recall the refutations

on senses and bodily abilities being the ultimate good (section 3.1).
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Attempting to answer any worry on artificially augmented physical or

mental abilities leading 1o new classes of society and urging the integration of

"post-humans" the apologetics ofthe Transhumanists point to values such as

tolerance and acceptance. They argue that diversification of society is today held

as a positive and assuming a condition such as social disparity between cultures

(those that could take advantage of augmentation vs. those that could not either by

moral or economic reasons) is no more than paranoia.

Modem, peaceful societies can have large numbers of people with
diminished physical or mental capacities along with many other people
who rray be exceptionally pþsically strong or healthy or intellectually
talented in various ways. Adding people with technologically enhanced
capacities to this already broad distribution of ability would not need to rip
society apaÍ or trigger to genocide or enslavement. inequity.
discrimination, and stigmatization - against, or on behalfof, modified
people could become serious issues. Transh.umanists would argue that
these (potential) social problems call for social remedies . . . This is task
that we can begin to tackle today by fostering a climate oftolerance and
acceptance towards those who are different fi'om ourselves. Painting
alarmist pictures of the th-reat from future technologically modified people,
or hurling preemptive condemnations oftheir necessarily debased nalr-rre.

is not the best way to go about it. (Bostrom, 2003b, '1T15)

A thousand years may have passed since the conclusions of Aquinas yet

the modem approach to bioethics and medical research holds congruency with the

Doctor ofthe Church with such publications as the Pontifical Academy for Life's

Concluding Communiqué on the "Ethics of biomedical research. For a Christian

Vision" put or-rt in February of 2003. With it we are able to find the continued

voice ofthe Church that speaks to not only body augmentations technologies, but

all biomedical study. First and foremost the concluding paper situates and

appreciated the characteristic nature of biomedical research to both grow upon
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itself and function to aid humanity while at the same time insisting on the need lor

values. We can see this clearly in Arlicle 2:

In the presenl setting, every new discovery in biomedicine seems destined
to produce a "cascade" effect, opening up many new prospects and
possibilities for the diagnosis and treatment ofnumerous pathologies that
are still incurable. Obviously. the acquisition of a growing technical
possibility of intervention on human beings, on other living beings and on
the environment, and the attainment ofever more decisive and permanent
effects. obviously demands that scientists and society as a whole assume

an ever greatel responsibility in proportion to the power ofintervention. It
follows that the experiÌlental sciences, and biomedicine itself, as

"instruments" in human hands, are not complete in themselves, but must
be directed to defined ends and put in dialogue with the world ofvalues.
(Pontifical Academy fol Life, fl2)

Yet while approvirrg of the quest for medical technologies to aid humanity and the

quest for truth that research entails we hnd that clear warning is given to practices

that may seek knowledge in pursuit of change that does not hold to the traditional

welfare of the person. We see this point brought forth in Arlicle 3:

. . . In principle, therefore. there are no ethical limits to the knowledge of
the truth, that is, there are no "barriers" beyond which the human person is
forbidden to apply his cognitive energy: the Holy Father has wisely
defined tlre human being as " the one u,ho seeks the truth" (Fides et ratio,
n. 28); but, on the other hand, precise ethical limits are set out for the
man¡er the human being in search of the truth should act, since "what is
technically possible is not for Íhol very reason morally adntissible"
(Congregation for the Doctrine ofthe Faith, Donum Vitae, n. 4). It is
therefore the ethical dimension of the human person, which he applies
concretely though the judgements of his moral conscience, that connotes
the existentíal goodness ofhis life. (Pontifical Academy for Life, !i3)

It is my opinion that the fourth article gives the clearest answer to any approach of

body augmentation that finds itself seeking to change the nature of human

function and seeks to "reset" the general biological limitations upon things like

memory, intelligence, strength, agility, etc:
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In the commitment to research and to recognize the objective truth in
every creature. a particularly important role falls to scientists in the area of
biomedicine. who are called to work for the well-being and health of
human beings, the ultimate aim of every research activity in this field must
be the integral good of man. The means it uses, must fully respect every
person's inalienable dignity as a person, his righl 1o life and his substantial
physical integrity. (Pontifical Academy for Life, fl4)

It is this "respect" for "every person's inalienable dignity as a person, his right to

life and his substantial physical integrity" that is the key. Human dignity, social

justice and tlie person striving lor authenticity in life are the standards by which

any body augmentation technology must consider. This article in fact quotes

Pope John Paul II during the Address to the participants in the Ninth General

Assembly of the Pontihcal Academy for Life. at which the Pope reaffirmed:

I therrcfore renew my heafifelt appeal so that scientific and biomedical
research, resisî etery temptation to human manipulcttiort, dedicate itself
firmly to exploring ways and means to sustain human life, to treat disease
and to solve the new problems that arise in the biomedical, domain. The
Church respecÍs and supports scientific research when it has a genuinely
humanist orientation, avoiding any form of instrumentalization or
destruction of the human being and keeping itself free fi'om the slavery of
political and economic interests. In presenting the moral orientations
dictated by natural reason, the Church is convinced that she offels a
precious seNice to scientific research, doing her utmost for the true good
of the human person. In this perspective, she recalls that, not only the
aims, l¡uf also rlrc ntethods and nteans of research must always respect tho
dignity of every human being, at every stage of his development and in
every phase of expelimentation. (John Paul II, 2003b, 914)

Echoing the adage that the ends never justify the means, we find in Arlicle 9 the

case for a halt to embryonic experimentation is also relevant to any approach that

a Transhumanist philosophy would argue could improve human living conditions

and capacities in the future.
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The atlitude some adopt concerning the legitimacy of sacrificing the
(physical and genetic) integrity of human beings . . . in order to benefit
other human individuals is likewise totally unacceptable. It is never
morally licit to do evil intentionally in order to achieve ends that are good
in themselves. (Pontifical Academy for Life, fl9)

Recognizing that dangers on the greater social level may manifest if biomedical

research fails to protect human dignity and integrity we see that AÍicle l0 aims at

justice on a global level, waming of a disparity between societies:

The curent process ofprogressive globalization that involves the whole
planet and whose consequences do not always seem to be positive, impels
us to reflect on biomedical research under the heading of its social,
political and economic implications. Given the growing limitation of the
resources that are available for the development of biomedical research, it
ìs in fact necessary to pay great attention to achieving ajust distribution
between the different countries, taking into account the living conditions
in the various parts ofthe world and the emergence ofthe primary needs
ofthe poorest aÍìd most harshly tried peoples. That means that all should
be guaranteed the conditions and minimal means so that they can enjoy the
benefits deriving from research, and develop and supporl an endogenous
capacity for research. (Pontifical Academy for Life, .l{i10)

Responding to the opinions of human dignity set forward, Transhumanists counter

that dignity should be seen on various levels and extended to all:

Human dignity is sonretimes invoked as a polemical substitute for clear ideas.
This is not to say that there are no impofiant moral issues relating to dignity,
but it does mean that there is a need to define what one has in mind when one
uses the term. Here, we shall consider two different senses ofdignity:

- Dignity as moral status, in particular the inalienable right to be treated
with a basic level of respect.

- Dignity as the quality ofbeing worthy or honorable; worlhiness,
worth, nobleness, excellence. (The Oxford English Dictionary)

On both these definitions, dignity is something that a posthuman could
possess. What appears to worry bioconservatives is that introducing new kinds
of enhanced person into the world might cause some individuals (perhaps
infants, or the mentally handicapped, or unenhanced humans in gerieral) to
lose some of tl.re moral status that they currently possess, and that a
fundamental precondition of liberal democracy, the principle of equal dignity
for all, would be zapped. The underlying intuition seems to be that instead of
the famed "expanding moral circle", what we have is r¡ore like an oval,
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whose shape we can change but whose area must remain constant. Thankfully,
this purported conservation law of moral recognition lacks empirical suppofi.
The set of individuals accorded full moral status by Westem societies has
actually increased, to include men without property or noble decent, u,-omen,
and non-white peoples. It would seem feasible to extend this set further to
include future posthumans. or, for that matter, some of the hìgher primates or
human-animal chimaeras, should such be created. (Bostrom, 2003b, lil8)

It is interesting to note that tlre Transhumanist counter to arguments on the level

of human dignity makes appeal to the feasibility of extending equal dignity and

fundamental moral status to all under the rubric of Westem law and society's

acceptance. This then is an aspect ofTranshuman faitli faith that the existing

social laws will expand based upon natural reason and precedent.

Yet, the limits on rledical research and experimentation as outlined by

Roman Catholicism are not aimed solely at the research comn-runity. The

interests of the patient camot be colrnter to their own good on the levels of

totality that we can previously outlined, the Roman Catholic position on this can

be seen in "The Intangibility ofthe Human Person" as given by Pius XII: "The

patient has not the right to involve his physical and psychic integrity in medical

experiments or researches, when these interventions entail either immediately or

subsequently, acts of destruction, or of mutilation and wounds, or grave dangers"

(Pius XIl, 1,952a, 199). The well being ofa patient is the utmost concern and

justifiably so as it is ultimately one's state of health that determines functionality

throughout life.
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Chapter Five: Lonergan & Social Justice on Augmentation Technology

D.M. Thomas explains that a function of the Church is to signal society

when threats to humanity, as it perceives, are immanent. To this end he explains:

Part of the prophetic role of the Church is to alert its members and the world
at large as to violations ir the area ofsocial justice. As Ìife in the world
becomes more dependent on the products oftechnology. sensitivity to
availability and distribution becomes more a moral issue. (Thomas, 2003.
'787)

If healthcare must serve the totality ofa human person, not only their biological

functioning, but'all ethical decisions should respect the innale and cultural needs

of the human person as a member of the world community. Human health is

different from merely vegetative or animal health because it involves personality

and the sharing ofintellectual and spiritual goods (primalily truth and love).

Moreover people may lead very fulfilled and valuable lives despite serious

physical defects - Beethoven's deafness, Milton's blindness, Stephen Hawking's

motol neurone disease. Conversely physical perfection is no guarantee againsl

social and spiritual sickness as typified by Hitler's SS troops.

Even apart from the extremes. Paul Tillich suggests that many mistake

genuine health lor what he terms "unhealthy health." It comes about ifhealing

under one dimension is successful but does not take into consideration the other

dimensions where health is lacking ot even impelilled by the particular healing.

Successful surgery may produce psychological trauma; effective drugs may calm

down an uneasy conscience and preserve a moral deficiency; the well-trained

athletic body may contain a neurotic personality; the "healed" patient ofthe

analyst may still be sick through lack of any ultimate meaning to life; the
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confomist's average life may be sick through inhibited self-alteration; the

converted Christian may suffer under repressions which produce fanaticism and

may explode in lawless forms; the same sociely may produce psychological and

biological disruptions by the desire lor creative insaniry. (see The Meaning of

Health) Individual health is not exclusively an affair of organs and limbs but of

the capacities to function humanly. We have seen that various specific abilities

may be reasonably sacrificed when essential for the safety ofthe whole person.

Minor functions can at all times be surrendered for more fundamental ones, e.g.!

amputation ofa gangrenous toe to save the foot. Nevertheless the basic functional

powers camot be sacrificed unless this is the only way to preserve life. The good

ofthe human person entails that all basic aspects ofthe human person be

simuhaneously respected, even when it is necessary to subordinate. or even in

some measure to sacrifice, a lower function to a higher function.

Authentic health must be a multidimensional wholeness and to this end

authenticity itself becomes a goal. Canadian Jesuit philosophel and theologian,

Bernard Lonergan, devoted most ofhis life to the elaboration ofan integrated and

generalized method ofinquiry and authenticity giving, in my opinion, a good base

to continue our examination ofthe ethical responses oflhe Transhumanists and

Roman Catholics towards technologies. Lorraine Beaudin. writing on Bernard

Lonergan's notions ofauthenticity and technology integration gives parallels

between genuineness and the addition oftechnology. Altliough she addresses

authenticity and technology in the field ofeducation, I find that her reasoning is

applicable to body augmentation in that the technological integration in tems of
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body modifications is expanding and linked towards achieving a theoretically

higher end-resultjust as in leaming scenarios. Beaudin writes:

Like authenticity, technology integration is never complete. One is never
fully authentic one is always moving towards higher levels of
authenticity. Similarly, one is never finished with technology integration.
Emerging technologies create new ideas, new opportunities and new
questions. Ifone is to be authentic, one has to attend to all this activity.
(Beaudin, 2002, 131)

A Transhumanist position on technological changes to the person in order to

create new opportunities attempts to become a more authentic human via

augmentations, but ultimately fails to address the fundamental question of

autl'Ienticity on the level ofreasoning. This is to say that Lonergan's call for

authenticity stemming from the sustained effor1 to be attenlive, intelligent,

reasonable, and responsible via observing, understanding, judging and action, do

not come to the same end as a Transhumanistic endeavour. While the efforts to

augment a human body, either on the physical or mental level, may be via

attentive observation and intelligent questioning of Iimitations. it is in the stages

ofreasonable evaluation and responsible action that they fail to live tp to moral

standards. The desire ofa Transhumanist philosophy is the betterment of the

individual and society but the judgments they have developed out of reflection

and uuderstanding of currerf techr.rological advances do not fall within the limits

of medical reasonableness, and the process that one would have to undergo in

order to achieve higher levels ofcybernetic integration do not fit within

reasonable action and accountabilitv. The route to authenticitv. however. ìs not a
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straightforward one and many choose to live unauthentic lives; others

"authentically realize unauthenticity." Lonergan explains this for us:

The sacted name ofscience may still be invoked but . . . all sìgnificant
scientific ideals can vanish to be replaced by the conventions ofa clique.
So the unauthenticity of individuals becomes the unauthenticity of a
tradition. Then, in the measure a subject takes the tradition, as it exists, for
his standard, in that measure he can do no more than authentically realize
unautherficity. (Lonergan, 1972, 80)

Lonergan suggests in Insight that freedom is always exercised in a matrix of

human relationship, in community, because we human beings have a primordial

sympathy for one another. He explains that we do not live with one another as in

an ant lrill but in lelationship with feelings and commitments. (see Insight)

Lonergan rerninds us that human progress is essentially and prominently a

healing. Because ethical judgments are intrinsically conditioned by the character

ofthe data on which they are based, they are necessarily open to continual

refinement and even revision. The social teaching of the Catholic Church insists

that the human community, including its govemment, must be actively concerned

in promoting the health and welfare of every one of its members so that each

member can contribute to the common good of all. (Ascension Health, 2004, fll)

Such a teaching is encapsulated in 1he principle ofthe common good and requiles

respect for persons, social welfare, and amity. Lonergan's rationalizations and

modern day Church statements on social justice show us that the focus ofa

Transhumanist philosophy upon a utopian vision ofupgradeable humans fails to

take iffo accouff the great importance ofrelationships on an authentic level,

across all levels of society, across boundaries ofgender and race. We have

outlined the position that surgical mutilation without due cause is unscrupulous.
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but the donation of a lung. say. to a person suffering from emphysema or chronic

bronchitis is a most excellent form of Ch¡istian charity. People sacrifice parl of

themselves to preserve the existence ofothers. The good ofthe body refers to the

good ofthe whole person; not found in splendid isolation but in relationship and

communion with others. Even the sacred nature of the relationship between

physician and patient is intended to be more than simply requests for personal

"betterment" and the placation of such requests. Edmund D. Pellegrino comments

on the importance ofsuch medical relationships:

A healing relationship cannot be like that ofthe mechanic to one's
automobile, or of the biologist to his subject of study. or of the technician
to her machinery. The only morally viable model would be the covenantal
model. This is the special relationship ofa sacred promise and trust
between one who is ill and in need of help and one who offers himself or
herself as a healer. The Christian healer - and indeed any tlue healer - is
one who is committed primarily to the welfare of the sick person rather
than to his own. (Pellegrino , 1999, 122)

It should also be noted that the relationship ofthe healer to the patient or healers

to society flows both ways, which is to say that the patient is responsible to truth

in the relationships with healers and medicine in general. Perhaps the deviation ìn

a Transhumanist approach to authenticity and decision-making lìes in the ultimate

end oftheir search, which I see as a search for perfection (pelfection that they

reject could come from sustaining natural biological functions). While the

aspiration ofperfection is noble, too often do ideologies such as Fascism seem to

weave their way into the unfolding quest, often appealing 1o rationalism,

technology and medicine as the answer to all problems that we encounter.

Lonergan explains that as human beings we are more than mere knou,ing

subjects, we are agenf-stbjects imbued with a built-in spontaneous need to seek
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congruence between what we know and what we do. So while knowledge ofthe

frulh is necessary in ethical decision making , it is not sufrcienl: knowing needs to

be "subsumed under higher operations that integrate knowing with leeling and

consist ofdeliberating, evaluating, deciding, acting" (Lonergan, \996,204). The

application ofa Transhumanist drive; knowing how to augment a human body is

simply not enough justification for any fufther action yet the technical

understanding ofthe processes required to augment humans with cybemetic

implants is in itselfnot the problem. It is in the actions (or desired actions) that

the problem manifests itself as such applications could cause an upset to the

conünon good by creating new schisms in society as well as new predicaments to

human authenticity. The quest of Transhumanism for augmentation on a social

level leaves one questioning just how helpful such technologies will be to

members ofsociety that require the basics offood, shelter and 'regulat' medical

tteatments. Looking to the slums of impoverished nations and levels of

destitution in many so-called First-World nations. it is unlikely that an augmented

stomach would be any more efhcient when empty than a biological one.

5.1 Technology, augmentation and the limits of progress

D.M. Thomas, in writing on the social eflecls of tecllrology sums up the

relatiÕnship of the person to more than the whole and comments on attitudes

behind technology and the person:

The technological mentality tends to approach the hurnan as object,
number, an element of a process, a mere paú of a material whole. If the
human subject is reduced to the lesser proporlions ofobject, if the sacred
dignity ofeach person isjudged worthwhile only to the extent that is
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contributes to some desired goal, then something God-given and essential
is lost. (Thomas, 788)

Technology need not be our master. If we think hard about tlie ethical

implications of what a particular technology might permit us to do, if thinking

about the ethical consequences oftechnological innovation becomes an essential

part ofresearch in biomedicine, and if we realize that as citizen and patients it is

up to each ofus to attend to the ethical and social ranihcations ofwhat

biomedicine does to our lives, our pocketbooks, and our society, then we may be

able to shape biomedical progress to best suit our values. (Caplan & Coelho,

1998,7)

In my opinion, three fi¡ndameffal points must be respected in looking at

any attempt to integrale the human body with enlancement technologies. They

are: a) relusing the delusion of a utopian sociely or happier mental state through

the use ofcybernetics to increase the innate attributes ofthe person; b) the utrnost

warning on the attenpt to augment any function of human intelligence with

regard to the err-ors ofhistory in attempting such feats which ultimately leads to

the denigration ofone class of society at the hands ofanother; c) the realization

that there have been multiple interpretations ofpast issues regarding the body and

bioethics and thus continued study on both the medical and ethical level from the

re.ligious and secular worlds rnust be a priority. Ashley and O'Rourke speak to

these points in more detail which provides an excellent base from which to

operate:

1. The use of surgery (and genetic manipulations) to improve human
bodies is ethically good, provided that they take full account of such ¡isks and are
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not canied away by a false ambition to work technical miracles without regard to
their real meaning for human living. In particular, Ch¡istians should be concerned
that such innovations do not weaken the fundamental relations within the family
or the sense ofthe child as a unique gift of God.

2. Genetic engineerirrg and less radical transformations ofthe present
normal human body would be perrnissible if it improves rather than mutilates the
basic human functions, especially as they relate to supporting human intelligence
and creativity. Transformation would be forbidden, however, (a) if human
intelligence and creativity are endangered and (b) if the fundamental functions
that constitute human integrity are suppressed. Experimenlal efforts ofthis
radical type must be undertaken with great caution and only on the basis of
existing knowledge, not wilh high risks to the subjects or to the gene pool. . .

3. The principle of stewardship and creativity throws light on many ofthe
problems of human reconstruction. Natural law should not be conceived of as a

fixed pattem ol human life to which human beings are forever confined. Rather,
the Creator has made human beings free and intelligent, and it is precisely this
intelligent freedom that is human nature and the foundation of natural moral law.
Human intelligence, however, is not disembodied; it depends on a brain and a
body that have a specific structure and purpose. In caring for their total health,
persons have not only the right but the obligation to understand their
psychological and biological structure and to improve themselves even in ways
that may seen novel to past generations. Such improvement is good stewardship
of the share in divine creativity with which God has endowed humankind,
provided it perfect, no1 destroy. what He has given us already. (Ashley &
O'Rourke,319)

I believe that the attitudes towards body augmentations that strive for

human enhancernents (particularly those in relations to mental processes) must be

approached with diligent prudence. It is this virtue ofprudence that works with

trying to have the ends justified by the means in a more reflective and positive

manner. 51- Thomas notes this for us: "in order that a choice be good, two things

are required. First, that the intention be directed to a due end . . . Secondly, that

man take rightly those things which have reference to the end: and this he camot

do unless his reason counsel, judge, and command aright, which is the functjon of

prudence and the virtues annexed to it " (Aquinas, SI, I II Q.58, 4.5). I hnd that

the reason "counseling," "judging" and "commanding aright" are precisely those
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which Lonergan speaks ofand wìth the virtue ofprudence coupled with striving

for authentic humanity in a community made of all members of society the quest

for any type of Transhuman or Extropian enhancement is no more than an illusion

of the body. While Transhumanist approaches towards body augmentation give a

sense of comfoÍ to anyone wishing to become, "smafer," "faster," or "stronger"

and while they give teclnology as a promise ofcreating the next evolutionary step

for humanity, in the end it is a search to avoid one's ultimate demise and the hope

to carry on living no matter the costs. Such costs for society are too high, but this

does not mean that that the roads oftechnological progress and the evolution

should be closed ofl As Pierre Teilhard de Chardin tells us:

In tluth, if arryone can effect, as I was saying, in acîu et in vivo Ihe
essential synthesis ofthe two faiths that now confront one another in the
world, surely by tradition and training. it is the sons ofSt Ignatius: - but
with this condition - and it is an essential condition - that they have
clearly grasped once and for all this fundamental truth, iri which (if I am
not deluding myself) is expressed the essence and the inescapable
demands of 'the modern spirit'. This truth is that the Kingdom of Christ,
to which our allegiance is sworn, cannot be established eithel in battle or
in peace, except upon an eafih that has been taken, along all the roads of
technologt and thought fo the extreme limit of its humanization. (Telihard
de Chardin, 1965,205)

Both roads are in fact attempting to reach the same general destination where

humanity improves upon itself. The irony is that any divergence in the path that

does not take into consideration the safety of the whole person no matter how

defined, can unfoÍunately lead to breakdowns in communication and passage for

travelers in both lanes.
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